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ABSTRACT 

 

While the concept of global design has liberated the aesthetic genus of contemporary 

institutional architecture, it has brought with it a far greater set of problems in energy 

consumption. In order to build ‘intelligent’ buildings to counter these problems, we often 

design the problems and then engage into an expensive endeavour of finding possible 

solutions. 

This research aims to focus on the recent trends of building institutional geometries for 

the hot and dry climatic regions and analyse the case study of the east expansion of the 

College of Architecture in the University of Arizona, located in Tucson. 

  

The advent of mechanical cooling has encouraged the practice of building for any 

place disregarding the regional or climatalogical context. The ‘glass box’ is a common 

design solution for a day lit, aesthetically appealing post international style approach to 

commercial architecture. It is the view of the author that buildings born of such ideology 

has little empathy towards the macro and micro climate considerations. Using the case 

study of the new architectural expansion building is an attempt to analyze a glass 

dominated prototype in the desert. The research focuses on the integrity of such designs 

in terms of energy consumptions, thermal efficiency and comfort. Energy modelling of 

parametric retrofits suitable to the climate is conducted to study changes incurred from 

the building’s original state. The objective of this research is to investigate possibilities of 

globalised architectural solutions but still hold roots to climatological responses. 

Reference examples of similar structures built in the desert have been observed during 

the course of the research to benefit the parametric runs. 

   

The Leadership in Energy and Environmental Design (LEED) Green Building Rating 

System, developed by the U.S. Green Building Council, provides a suite of standards for 

environmentally sustainable construction. LEED 2.2 Energy and Atmosphere credit runs 

has been a part of the project goal to gain a perspective from the USGBC LEED 

certification criteria to determine what can be achieved for optimal energy efficiency in 

this particular constitution.  
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In particular, the study illustrates the functioning of the case study building in terms of 

energy consumption for space cooling. eQuest runs when compared to the utility data of 

similar sized buildings on campus shows an astonishing increase in the chilled water 

usage. Similarly, the per-square foot usage electricity for space cooling was found to be 

remarkably higher than the old architecture building. 

 

Energy usage pattern reflects a moderate decrease with optimization strategies 

on the building envelope. The results clearly show a great improvement in the building 

energy performance for space cooling with glazing changes and shading strategies. 
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CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 
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ENERGY  AND  THE  BUILT  ENVIRONMENT 

 

Man's unprecedented progress in industry, education, and sciences has reflected 

significantly in its simple refuge of a shelter to afford privacy and protection against the 

elements. The unevenness of man's advance from the lower species is best illustrated in 

his struggle for shelter. More than in any other aspect of existence, vernacular living has 

shown a greater capacity for coping with nature's challenges. The reciprocal interaction 

between structure and space is the only constant domain in design. The climate plays 

the most important reason for change and adaptations.  Structures built by man for 

dwelling purposes were built in response to the climatic ecology of the site, the seasons 

and material availability. Human dimensions of comfort and the thermal efficiency of the 

structures, at a fundamental level, were necessary for survival. As building technology 

and civilization progressed, comfort became less a matter of survival as of improving the 

quality of life. Since the invention of the air conditioner, and the idea of central heating 

and cooling, the face of development has been drastically changed. The idea that any 

building could be built anywhere, without consideration for solar and internal heat gain, 

became the popular paradigm, and still is common practice. The problem is that most 

International style developments are designed for customers who specifically want a 

building of a particular nature either for public appeal, to emphasize the ideology of the 

company, or personal preferences, but not for long term energy efficiency and economic 

reasons. But there are also new trends moving away from being this climate-

independent approach, toward using more thoughtful designs and new technologies to 

create buildings and houses that use fewer resources. 

 

Since the ancient civilizations, energy has been employed in buildings to work 

with light, ventilation and thermal comfort. The need for shade in summer and sunshine 

in winter dominated the architecture of the past. From cave dwellings to vernacular 

underground structures of the early men, it has been a journey to explore how nature 

can be best modified to suit man’s need for comfort. The Greek and Roman examples of 

early documented designs show clear understanding of the relationship between energy 

and their buildings. Building with the sun reached new levels of sophistication in ancient 

Rome as comfort became a key concern. The balance between open and closed spaces 
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which allow light inside but which remain shaded, created luxurious architecture in the 

middle ages. 

 

 The new technologies of the Industrial Revolution enabled architects and 

builders to transcend the limitations of the human scale. Buildings started representing 

an order of submittance to the control of growing technology rather than the use of 

technology as a tool for making architecture. Throughout the 19th century, engineers 

were engaged in the pursuit of power, in finding ways of providing enough energy to 

meet the demands of consumption. According to the recent data from the U.S. 

Department of Energy, the greatest energy consumption in the world is from the building 

sector. For United States, buildings consume approximately 37% of the energy and 68% 

Extreme climate- HOT Extreme Climate- COLD Tropical moderate- 

WARM & HUMID 

 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

Solutions of thermal comfort 

through shade and insulation 

Decreased surface areas and 

building for survival- the igloo 

Increased ventilation and light 

materials allow maximum 

comfort. 

Fig 1. Vernacular solutions to living with nature 

Source: Self sketches; Solar Power:Book. 
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of the electricity produced in the nation annually.1 The commercial sector, office 

buildings, stores and institutions accounts for 14% of energy use in the US.2 The Federal 

government spends about $ 4 billion in its buildings.3 In this country and perhaps almost 

all developed nations, buildings and the construction industry are amongst the most 

wasteful energy users. Improvements already made in the building industry in developed 

countries worldwide spare the atmosphere 225 million tons of carbon emissions 

annually, but heating, cooling and lighting in the existing built environment still pump out 

over 900 million tons each year which results in 17% of the world carbon emissions from 

fossil fuels. Even using existing technologies, energy needs can be reduced by 70% or 

more in new construction.4 Utilizing available technology to the fullest and most efficient 

extent will serve the purpose of energy conservation and optimized user comfort. Doing 

so within the budget is another challenge. Selection of strategies which offer the most 

energy savings per dollar invested is vital. Trade-offs is also recommended way to meet 

the construction budgets. Optimizing existing structures is a parametric consideration 

that can assist in integrating building form with mechanical systems. 

 

Evolution of the Building Envelope 

 

The first building envelope that protected humans from the elements was probably a 

cave that provided a degree of privacy and security. The earliest building envelopes 

were dome-shaped structures that combined wall and roof. At an early stage, however, 

the two dominant forms of envelope evolved, depending on climate and available 

materials: the timber frame and the masonry wall. Early shelters in the warm climates of 

Africa and Asia used timber or bamboo frames clad with leaves or woven textiles (Ref. 

fig2). In other regions and climates heavier indigenous materials such as stone, rock and 

clay baked by the sun were used to provide more permanent shelter and protection from 

the heat and cold. 

 

                                                      
1
 USGBC LEED 2.2 Energy and Atmosphere Credit 

2
 National Audubon Society and Croxton Collaborative. Audubon House. P.31 

3
 Figures derived from US Energy Report from The DOE’00. It states that 2.4% of total energy in 

US is used by Federal facilities, and 30% of that is in buildings. 
4
 Flavin. P.58 
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Despite changed cultural, economic, building technology and energy parameters, 

the principal task of the architects when designing a space is to put it in rhythm with 

human thermal comfort. Le Corbusier wrote: ‘A mass is enveloped in its surface, a 

surface which is divided up according to the directing and generating lines of the mass; 

and this gives the mass its individuality.’ The question here is integrating this expression 

with the efficiency of the building performance.  To take one element of the envelope, 

the wall, its basic performance requirements have remained the same from medieval 

times to this day: protection of the interior from the vagaries of nature and security for its 

occupants. However, our expectations have vastly increased, both in terms of absolute 

performance and the ability to control the impact of exterior water, sunlight and the 

ambient outside temperature on our interior environment. Depending on a society's 

structure and economy, such needs as degree of permanence of our exterior system, its 

scale, adornment and a conscious shift of ideology in making an efficient building system 

that responds to the growing energy crisis is now coming of age. 

Compared to most of today's walls the medieval or renaissance masonry wall 

was simple. Initially the wall was a single homogeneous material—stone or brick-

exposed on the exterior and interior. Before long, the historic wall would become 

adorned: a rough structural stone would be faced on the exterior with a precisely cut and 

fitted facing of fine stone or marble, and the interior would be faced with smooth plaster. 

As soon as the structural wall became faced with different finish materials the beginnings 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

Early twig dome structures  Timber as envelope frame Adobe & masonry evolution  

Fig 2. Steps in evolution of building envelope 
Source: http://www.wbdg.org/design/env_introduction.php 
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of variable performance capability emerged. The separation of the structure and facing 

presaged the layered exterior wall of today. The structure of rough cut stone could rise 

independently from its facing, which could be prefabricated in the craftsman's shop. The 

high-quality facing and its detailing also provided protection from the weather for the 

structural masonry within. Historic buildings and even historic revival buildings 

accomplished many of the building envelope functions by default: thick, heavy masonry 

was fireproof and good for insulation in both summer and winter. It was excellent 

acoustically and, with sheltering roofs and good water protective details, was reasonably 

watertight and draft free by the standards of the time. However, by modern standards, 

the wall had fixed and limited performance capabilities. 

The big change in the concept of the wall—and the real beginning of today's 

concept of the building envelope—occurred with the invention of the steel, (and later, the 

reinforced concrete) frame in the nineteenth century. The exterior wall could become a 

screen against the elements and no longer be needed to support the floors and roof. 

However, for several decades steel frames were buried in masonry walls, and buildings 

continued to be designed in gothic or renaissance styles. The modern architectural 

revolution beginning in the early 20th century changed this and by mid-century the steel 

or concrete framed office building with its lightweight metal and glass curtain wall had 

become the new world-wide vernacular for larger commercial and institutional buildings. 

When the wall became a nonstructural screen-in and no longer supported the 

upper floors and roof, it lost the beneficial attributes of mass but gained in providing 

performance options.  The growing independence of the external envelope from its 

structural functions to its complete separation from load bearing structure developed the 

concept of curtain walls, with glass as the primary material. Whole new industries arose 

that would develop insulation and fireproofing materials, air and moisture barriers and 

interior and exterior facings. More recently the exterior wall has become a major subject 

of building science studies, largely because of the wall's key role in managing heat gain, 

heat loss and moisture penetration. As a result, the modern wall now consists of a series 

of performance "layers". 
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 From the mid 60s, the new method emerging in the US of fixing external glazing 

by means of load-bearing silicon and other innovative fixing techniques made it possible 

to clad the entire building shell with a homogenous smoothness of transparency. All 

conceivable geometric forms could now be enclosed with a common language of 

regularity. Critical voices were raised with the growth of awareness of energy efficiency, 

for the smooth, sealed glass containers were generally just that: encased in glass 

without operable windows and reliant upon artificial air-conditioning, divorced from the 

nature and site it stands upon.5 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                      
5
 In Detail Building Skins; Schittich Christian p.15 
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CHAPTER 2 

RESEARCH  PERSPECTIVE 
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PROBLEM  STATEMENT  AND  SIGNIFICANCE 

 

The incident of creating climate centric design has brought with itself new challenges of 

adaptability and interchangeability of modular aspects of building. The idea of designing 

the elevation for a building has reached new realms of energy efficiency and integration 

of energy generation techniques (through the choice of material and technology). The 

concept of designing a glass box can have a far reaching impact on the overall energy 

performance of the building system holistically. The box is what we saw emerging as a 

potential solution to large scale commercial architecture. 

 

Commercial and institutional buildings are often considered internal load 

dominated buildings. The interior sources of heat resulting from the basic nature of 

occupants to the equipments and lighting tend to cause internal temperature rise, much 

more than what the building envelope contributes in terms of energy exchange. Cooling 

loads often extend into periods of the year when external temperatures are considered 

comfortable. In climatic conditions of extreme heat even when internal heat gain 

contributes to winter cooling loads, external gain from solar radiation may contribute 

even more. In such places, the envelope and internal gain strive for domination. During 

the coldest part of the winter, solar gain and internal gain can work together, to meet the 

heating requirements of a building. In some institutional scale buildings, summer solar 

gain, infiltration and conduction contribute the most to heat gain. At this point in a given 

place of hot and arid regions, even what is an internal load dominated building may 

become an envelope dominated building with the change of season. 

 

Energy usage in new institutional building in hot arid climates represents an 

opportunity to address the challenges of global climate change.  These buildings, 

especially within the context of higher education, should demonstrate the energy 

efficiency potential and thereby provide a catalyst that can lead to broader adoptions of 

energy conserving building practices. For researchers and designers of architecture 

intended to fit its climate, there are many lessons to be derived from the study of 

indigenous architecture. Especially where extreme climates have stretched human 

ingenuity we may find appropriate models to address today’s problems. 
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OBJECTIVE 

 

The objectives of this study is to examine energy efficiency in a new institutional building 

built in the desert climate. The building chosen is based on the author’s view, an 

appropriate example of glass box built as a sealed container, independent of the climatic 

context. Detailed observation, measurements and computer analysis of such a new 

construction can contribute to the understanding of building performance. In modern 

designs the process of generating a product can be quite linear, with different agencies 

attacking different aspects of the design and finally overlaying the layers as a final 

product. But it needs to be understood that buildings are integrated systems where each 

component affects the other. Therefore the objectives of this projet are: 

 

1. Evaluate existing energy consumption and baseline analysis for a case study 

institutional building- The new East expansion of the school of Architecture and 

Landscape Architecture, Tucson (University of Arizona). 

2. Determine optimal set of design adjustments for case study that address energy 

performance, and aesthetic considerations. 

3. Develop a design package that illustrates these improvements in accordance to 

the energy efficiency requirements illustrated for LEED 2.2 Energy and 

Atmosphere credit, and validate it through computer runs. 

4. Develop a paper based on this case study results to submit to related journal or 

conference.    

 

METHODOLOGY 

 

With more than 300 days of sunshine in Tucson one cannot help but live with the sun. 

The research was designed in modules to describe the process of sun movement in 

Tucson and its effect on site, building orientation, material study and optimal thermal 

conditions that can be generated for cost effective harmony of design and energy 

conservation. The second module describes the observational references of institutional 

buildings born on desert soils with more than 20% glass in their envelopes. The question 

proposed in this module is not to examine the right or wrong, but a mere observance 
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study of how these buildings respond to the energy consumption, HVAC customizations 

and thermal comfort. 

 The third module of the project handles the technical details of the case study 

building, design analysis with an emphasis on the North and South facade of the 

building. The importance of the North and South envelope is generated from previous 

studies of envelope structures and their effect on the thermal efficiency of the structure. 

The North facade of the case study building is a flat curtain glass treatement with no 

shading devices. Heliodon study and computer modelling generate the extent of 

uncontrolled solar exposure that adveresely affect the thermal load. The HVAC system 

analysis shows the output efficiency and sizing considerations which were not in 

consonance with the thermal retention capacities of materials under direct solar 

exposure. The facade studies reveals the quantity of heat loss and thermal comfort 

inefficiencies for seasonal fluxes. In comparison to the exposure of the North facade, the 

South has been designed with screen protection system as a part of double envelope 

structure. The interstitial space between the South screen and the primary glass 

envelope is an outdoor space subject to open sky and sun access without any passive 

control strategies to benifit the energy efficiency of the internal load of the building. The 

use of decidious vegetation as shading for the south envelope is judged against the 

theories of passive solar startegies for this climate. Experimental measurement analysis 

with thermal camera, hobos and temperature guns determine the true nature of heat loss 

and gain from the two facades. The determination of true south using the azimuth 

protractor defines the absolute path of the sun that affects the building. In addition to 

physical analysis, the computer modelling of the building to match the 2004 IECC and 

ASHRAE 90.1 code specifications is a valuable piece of information to determine a 

basecase analysis. 

 

Summarizing the above description the step by step methodology can be decribed as 

follows: 

 

1. Research as reference studies of energy use in institutional buildings built as an 

expression of the ‘glass box’ in arid regions to develop a baseline analysis of 

energy usage, consumption and efficiency. 
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2. Identify the primary case study of the institutional building from the referential 

observation analysis described earlier that represents global architecture in the 

hot arid climate Tucson Arizona. The base case study would be the new East 

Expansion of the Architecture building in the University of Arizona, Tucson. 

 

3. Evaluate the energy use for the case study using Energy 10 and Equest energy 

simulation software.  Compare with actual energy usage and refine model to 

match energy use.  This is a validation of a basecase energy use of the building. 

 

4. Study individual building envelope adjustments, equipment optimization or other 

strategies that can improve energy efficiency and evaluate the impact of these on 

building energy usage.  Use strategies and technologies identified from literature 

review and follow guidelines for energy use requirements of the USGBC 

LEED2.2 certification protocol. 

 

5. Perform parametric analysis for combinations of energy performance strategy to 

determine total energy use reductions.  Concurrently, evaluate the cost 

increment and payback for the strategy recommendations. 

 

6. Present design solutions and details for the case study building based these 

analytical results.  
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Fig 3. Methodology Flowchart for research project 
Source: http://www.wbdg.org/design/env_introduction.php 
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SCOPE  AND  LIMITATIONS 

 

The scope of the research was set by an analysis of available data from the case study 

building and is expanded through the possibilities of physical data measurements over a 

period of six months. 

The scope of the project is limited to the time restriction of function and observation over 

approximately a year from the time the building has been in use. 
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CHAPTER 3 

ENERGY CODES & STANDARDS 
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APPLICABLE  ENERGY  POLICIES  AND  CODES  

 

Buildings typically consume energy in one or more of three forms : Electricity, Natural 

gas or Renewables. Electricity can be generated by using any kind of fuel though the 

fuel of choice for the future is uncertain. Currently, Arizona electric rates are among the 

highest in nation. Peak demands are difficult to serve economically and many utilities are 

actively pursuing programs to reduce demand. The type and supply of electricity is out of 

balance with demand. It is also not the most efficient technology for all end users.6  Even 

if the most environmentally efficient fuel, natural gas is not the most environmentally 

efficient source of energy available to Arizona. Renewable sources of energy offer 

tremendous unused potential.  

 

Energy efficiency can be used to reduce demand on the electrical supply and 

assist states and municipalities in meeting their electricity needs. Energy efficiency is the 

lowest cost energy resource – only 2 to 3 cents per kWh saved. Energy efficiency can 

reduce customers’ energy bills by 10% to 50%, energy efficiency would create over 

12,000 new jobs in Arizona by 2025, and finally energy efficiency would keep more of 

the energy expenditures in Arizona. According to the Arizona Department of Commerce, 

Arizona is currently spending $10 billion on energy annually, and of that over $6 billion 

leaves the state to purchase energy from other areas.7 Strategies to increase the 

adoption of energy efficiency measures in municipalities include: designing and 

implementing cost-effective programs in the utility sector; adopting goals and funding 

mechanisms to support utility programs; adopting appliance and equipment standards; 

upgrading building codes and supporting code implementation; adopting energy 

conservation practices in public buildings; promoting highly-efficient new buildings; 

adopting utility rates, pricing, and market reforms; and incorporating energy efficiency in 

air pollution control strategies. Further, energy efficiency has emerged as a selling point 

to buyers of new and previously owned homes. It is therefore paramount that the 

building industry and code community recognize their roles in the next few years and 

embrace the idea of building new houses to the building energy code standards.  

                                                      
6
 AZ EP. P.109 

7
 2007-09 Building Energy Codes in Arizona; SWEEPS report 
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Building energy codes establish minimum energy performance features in new 

residential and commercial buildings. Because most new architecture are built to a 

building code, consumers assume their new building will be energy efficient. However, 

consumers are generally unaware of features and techniques needed to produce 

energy-efficient buildings and most new buildings do not meet minimum requirements of 

modern energy codes. Many builders are not aware of the levels of performance 

required to meet those standards.  

 

 The single best opportunity to assure these building meet minimum levels of 

energy efficiency occurs during initial design and construction. Many energy 

performance features cannot cost-effectively be retrofitted at a later date. Failure to 

install certain features during construction fates these structures to poor performance for 

life. Building energy codes help assure new buildings will be constructed to a minimum 

level of energy efficiency. Minimum performance levels specified in energy codes are 

based on today's energy prices and construction costs. The impact of energy use from 

these buildings will increase as energy prices escalate and will be felt for years to come. 

 

In recent years, individual municipalities in Arizona have been updating their building 

energy codes on their own initiative, generally adopting recent versions of the 

International Energy Conservation Code (IECC). Arizona currently enforces building 

energy codes on a voluntary basis with local jurisdictions choosing whether or not to 

adopt or follow the state’s building energy code. The baseline for voluntary compliance is 

the 2000 IECC for residential buildings and the 1999 ASHRAE for commercial buildings. 

Builders can report their compliance via online software programs REScheck and 

COMcheck (Arizona Legislature 2007). However, this is on a voluntary basis. Several 

municipalities have adopted more recent building energy codes, including IECC 2003 

and IECC 2006.  

 

The building codes for University structures is often different from those used to build 

outside the campus. With universities having their own code and standards to meet, 

there are variations in the code compliance check used for measuring buildings built 
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oncampus. The University of Arizona does not follow a specific university energy code .8 

It currently uses the IBC2003. The following building codes have been used for the case 

study building: 

The design of the project complies with the following editions of all pertinent codes, 

standards, and regulations, including but not limited to the following: 

 

1. 2003 International Fire Code 

2. 2003 International Building Code 

3. 2003 International Plumbing Code 

4. 2003 International Mechanical Code 

5. International Fuel Gas Code 

6. 2002 National Electrical Code 

7. National Fire Protection Association Codes 

8. Occupational Safety and Health Administration Regulations 29 CFR 1910 and 

1926 

9. ANSI A.117.1 (handicapped accessibility) 

10. Arizona Revised Statutes, including: 

        41 1492 et seq (handicapped accessibility) 

        34 451 (energy conservation standards) 

        34 452 (solar design standards and energy life cycle costing) 

11. Arizona Governor’s Executive Order No. 91-3 (water conservation in state 

buildings) 

12. The Americans with Disabilities Act Accessibility Guidelines (ADAAG) 

13. ASHRAE Design Codes 

14. IAQ Guidelines for Occupied Buildings Under Construction (SMACNA) 

15. ANSI/AIHA Z9.5 Laboratory Ventilation 

16. ACGIH Industrial Ventilation Manual of Recommended Practices 

17. OSHA 29 CFR 1919.146 Confined Spaces Standard 

 

 

                                                      
8
 As reported by the Facilities Design and Management, University of Arizona 

In conversation with May Carr(Sr. Architect, Facilities Design & Management) 
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The Facilities Design and Management of the University of Arizona has sustainable 

construction goals as a part of their objective statement.  

The University of Arizona today is committed to being a leader in sustainable design and 

construction through the use of green materials, systems and methods.  

 

 Goals in providing high quality sustainable facilities as charted out by the 

Facilities Management Department9: 

� Reduce  energy, water use, and impact on local infrastructure 

� Reduced waste generation and pollution 

� Enhance occupant comfort, health, and productivity 

� Appropriate Sonoran Desert design 

� Maximize longevity and efficiency 

 

The management team has to say that before the terms “sustainable” or “green” 

became widely used, the University of Arizona was already designing and constructing 

high performance, energy efficient buildings intended to last 50 to 100 years10. FDC 

(Facilities Design & Construction) led the University’s development of Design and 

Specification Standards in 1997 to require design and construction utilizing high quality 

materials, systems and methods. These standards are continually updated as per the 

Universities declaration to sustainable practice. 

Excerpts related to the study from the Design and Specification Standards of the 

University of Arizona is attached as Appendix. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                      
9
 Facilities Design and Management of University of Arizona : 

http://www.fdc.arizona.edu/sustainability/ 
10

 ibid 
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SECTION  II 
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CHAPTER 4 

REGION & THE CLIMATE 
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HOT & ARID CLIMATE 

 

A vast portion of the earth falls under the arid bioclimatic region of earth. Desert, using 

the drylands definition of extremely arid and semi arid areas, includes no less than one 

third of the world’s surface and an estimated 25% of the world’s population.There are 

three main attributes to arid ecosytems, one almost by defination, two others by 

correlation with the first- 

� Precipitation is so low that water is the dominant controlling factor for biological 

processes. 

� Precipitation is highly variable through the year and occurs in infrequent intervals. 

� Variation in precipitation has a large random component. 

The above points bring in view the extreme nature of the natural factors affecting the 

lifestyle, building and comfort of the people living there.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig 4. Different bio-climatic zones of the earth 
Source:  http://www.econet.org.uk/weather/graphics/wldmap.gif 
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Fig 5. Map showing semi arid and arid regions of the Earth 
Source:  http://www.unu.edu/unupress/unupbooks/80858e/80858E09.GIF 

 

 

Arid lands usually have a large diurnal and seasonal temperature range, with high 

daytime temperatures (in summer up to 45 °C or 122 °F), and low night-time 

temperatures (in winter down to 0 °C; 32 °F) due to extremely low humidity. Water acts 

to trap infrared radiation from both the sun and the ground, and dry desert air is 

incapable of blocking sunlight during the day or trapping heat during the night. Thus 
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during daylight all of the sun's heat reaches the ground. As soon as the sun sets the 

desert cools quickly by radiating its heat into space. Urban areas in deserts lack large 

(more than 25 °F/14 °C) daily temperature ranges, partially due to the urban heat island 

effect. 

Many deserts are shielded in rain by rain shadows, mountains blocking the path 

of precipitation to the desert. Exposures of rocky terrain are typical, and reflect minimal 

soil development and sparseness of vegetation. 
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BUILDING IN THE ARID CLIMATE 

 

Climate is one of the strongest determinants of architectural form, nature of building and 

materials for comfort. When coming to the question of building for the hot and arid 

climates one has to understand how the projects affected community resilience, the 

factors that enable or inhibit project success in terms of comfort, and factors that can 

sustain energy benefits. The focus should be particularly on the role of the projects and 

their component measures in building resilience to the heat and examined their potential 

as approaches to climate change adaptation with contextual analysis of energy efficient 

strategies.  

 With changing times in modern architecture the energy focus sometimes take a 

backstage in determining the suitability of aesthetics over sustainable ethics. For 

instance, there are endless instances of the glass curtain walled, air-conditioned sealed 

office blocks across the developed world at every latitude. While the appropriateness of 

this building type is now being rightly questioned even in the temperate zones, it has 

always been demonstrably absurd in hotter and colder places, because it requires such 

a vast amount of energy to maintain equable internal environments, and perforce 

separates inhabitants from the external environment. 

Despite the important influence of climate extremes, development and resource 

management practices do not respond to these climatic stimuli alone. Non-climatic 

forces such as institutions, policies and social networks, clearly have significant 

implications for natural resources decision-making. The question that needs to be 

answered are in the lines of what kind of design the client wants to project and how one 

can work together with icon imaging aesthetics and respecting the sun, water and wind 

of the desert. Upon making the matrix for designing for this region it was an attempt in 

the next chapter to observe new institutional buildings designed in the arid zone which 

conforms to 20% or more glass in the building envelope and how they sit within this 

matrix. 
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Design Matrix as developed through reasoning and understanding for building in the 

desert climate. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig 6. Matrix of climate, design and end user to determine the factors in design and energy 
efficiency for building in the hot and arid climates. 
Source:  Self analysis 

HOT & ARID CLIMATE 
Daily & seasonal patterns of: 

- Solar radiation & intensity on 
vertical & horizontal surfaces. 

- Temperature variance 
- Relative humidity 
- Wind  

CLIMATE 
USE 

PASSIVE USE OF 
CLIMATE IN 
BUILDING & SITE 
DEVELOPMENT 

SITE 
DESIGN 

END DESIGN 
AND USER 
COMFORT 

BUILDING & ENERGY 
- Envelope 
- Cooling+heating 

systems 
- Controls 

TYPE OF USE 
- Occupant density 
- Space use 
- Daily/weekly/seas

onal patterns 

A design should work with 
the heat and dryness factors 
of the climate at a particular 
site in the region. For 
example the site conditions 
can vary with altitudes in the 
Sonoran desert. Vegetation 
plays an important role in 
site design & conceptualizing 
a building. 

When possible the usage 
patterns should follow the 
climate. For example the 
temperature on hot summer 
days peak in late afternoon 
when the sun is low and 
direct to the North-western 
elevation. This increases 
peak cooling loads. If that 
part of the building can be 
designed for no occupancy 
at those hours, considerable 
savings can be met. 

A design in this climate should be sensitive to 
user patterns. Zoning of activities and timing 
of usable space can make a passive 
difference to the comfort of the user. The 
designer needs to combine all aspects of 
passive and active means to generate 
optimum comfort for the end user. The 
passive and active means need to 
supplement and complement each other. 

If the design begins with use of 
appropriate strategies to 
counter the climate variations, 
energy can be considerably 
saved. Adding active means to 
further optimize the building 
can work better and efficiently. 
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CHAPTER 5 

BUILDING  ENVELOPE IN HOT AND ARID REGION 
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BUILDING  ENVELOPE 

 

The building envelope being the most important interface between the outside to the 

inside of a space is the only surface, the only material that is the transition plane 

between the micro climates created within an enclosed area to what is out there in the 

open.  The amount of energy used in a building, mainly for cooling in summer and 

heating in winter, depends on the flow of heat through the building envelope. The living 

quality of a building interior space can be influenced by a number of environmental 

factors such as temperature, humidity, noise, lighting and air flows.  A function of the 

building envelope is to enclose the space in such a way that its environmental 

characteristics can be regulated within acceptable comfort limits.  It is therefore a most 

convenient hypothesis to consider the envelope of a building as means to passive cool 

and optimize energy performance of the interior living space through concepts of 

daylight enhancements, maintaining comfort levels, natural ventilation, active and 

passive cooling and evapotranspiration. 

 

Thus the envelope is a system enclosing and regulating the indoor environment 

from disturbing outdoor conditions.  The degree of such regulation provided by the 

building envelope is achieved through design objectives expressed in terms of energy 

efficiency, cost, durability and other performance requirements. 

 

The primary factors that affect a building envelope are the way fluids and 

temperature responds with the building skin. The heat flow through the envelope can be 

externally or internally dominated. The external forces acting on the building envelope 

are the sun, wind, temperature and humidity, while the internal forces that affect the 

envelope are the occupants, equipments and electrical fixtures. The three ways that heat 

can be transferred through the envelope are:  

� Conduction  

� Convection  

� Radiation 
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Fig.6 Conduction, Convection and Radiation affecting the heat transfer in a building  
Source: www.houleinsulation.com/r-value.html 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig.7 Typical heat transfer patterns through glazing in a building. 
Source: http://www.tangram.co.uk/TI-Polymer-Plastic&Composite_Windows.html 

Reflected 
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Heat Flow diagrams  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Hot Cold 

Hot Cold 

Cold 

Cold 

Hot 

Cold 
Outside 
wind 

Hot 
Inside air 

Any solid material- wall, floor or roof 
 
A single solid material illustrates the transfer of heat 
from the warmer to cooler by conduction. 

An air space in a wall 
 
As air is warmed by the warmer side of the air space. It 
rises. As it falls down along the cooler side it transfers 
heat to this surface. Radiant energy is transferred from 
the warmer to the cooler surface. 

An air space in a roof or a floor 
 
The convection action in the air space of a roof is similar to 
that in a wall although the height through which air rises 
and falls is usually less. 
 
 
 
When the higher temperature is at the top of a horizontal air 
space the warm air is trapped at the top and, being less 
dense than the cooler air at the bottom, will not flow down 
to transfer its heat to the cooler surface. 

A composite assembly of building materials in place at 
the site 
 
This example of a wall in plane illustrates the several 
methods by which heat is lost through a composite 
assembly of materials. 
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When designing for the harsh climates of the hot and arid regions, control of intense 

summer sun is important for maintaining a comfortable living environment within the 

building envelope. In many countries and state Energy codes where a 20% or more 

glass in the building envelope is not recommended, it is often a predicament to deal with 

the factor of aesthetics of glass yet achieve optimum energy efficiency in building for the 

desert. It is a known fact that glass is a poor insulator and can be the reason for much of 

heat build-up and unnecessary solar gain. 

In institutional buildings, it is not merely the sun but internal factors such as those 

described earlier, that can cause the mechanical system to increase it cooling load and 

in the process losing some of this to the outside environment through glass facades. 

Heating, cooling and lighting typically account for 75% of a commercial building’s energy 

consumption in the United States.11  

There are basic principles when designing building envelopes for a hot and arid 

climate, such as moderating the sun seasonally to block heat gain in the summer and 

increase solar gain in the winter, yet admit optimum natural light. While these systems 

may sound contradictory, they can be integrated into the same design. Control is the key 

in this situation, as well as balances and trade-offs between systems. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                      
11

 DOE, 2004 
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1. THERMAL MASS  

 

The living quality of a building interior space can be influenced by a number of 

environmental factors such as temperature, humidity, noise, lighting and air flows.  A 

function of the building envelope is to enclose the space in such a way that its 

environmental characteristics can be regulated within acceptable human comfort limits.  

Thus the envelope may be regarded as a system enclosing and regulating the indoor 

environment from disturbing outdoor conditions.  The degree of such regulation provided 

by the building envelope is achieved through design objectives expressed in terms of 

energy efficiency, cost, durability and other performance requirements. 

 The heat flow through a building envelope varies both by season and by 

the path of the heat. In passive heating systems of buildings, it is not enough to simply 

capture the sun’s energy as heat during the day.  It needs to be stored. Similarly, when it 

comes to passive cooling of buildings, thermal mass envelope plays a vital role in acting 

as a heat storage inside the building and to slow the process of transfer of heat from the 

exterior to the interior living spaces. It also need to re radiate back the heat to recharge 

itself for absorbing heat the following day. 

 Thermal energy storage can refer to a number of technologies that store energy 

in a thermal reservoir for later reuse. They can be employed to balance energy demand 

between day time and night time.  The thermal reservoir may be maintained at a 

temperature above (hotter) or below (colder) than that of the ambient environment.  The 

building envelope is the primary interface between the environment inside and the 

outside, thus the building envelope is the most practical means to serve the purpose of 

thermal storage for the comfort of its interiors.  

Thermal mass in a passive solar building is intended to meet two needs.  It 

should be designed to quickly absorb solar heat for use over the diurnal cycle and to 

avoid overheating.  It should provide slow release of the stored heat when the sun is no 

longer shining.  Depending upon the local climate and the use of the building, the 

delayed release of heat may be timed to occur a few hours later or slowly over days.  

Careful selection of the thermal storage medium, its location in the building, and its 
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quantity are important design and cost decisions.  Venting12, another solution for 

handling stored heat, can rid the building of late afternoon heat or exhaust heat when the 

building's thermal mass is already saturated.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig 8 Adobe house as thermal mass 
 Source: Self 

 

The thermal behaviour of buildings in summer is primarily determined by the 

solar radiation entering the room and the internal loads. While the heat given off by 

people and equipment can be influenced slightly, the entry of solar radiation is directly 

related to the orientation of the building and the energy transmittance of the façade. 

Optimising the building envelope to cater to summer sun control and winter solar gain 

and not losing out on views and aesthetic values is a challenge. 

 

The idea is to bring about an envelope system that is flexible and changing for 

different seasons and time of the day/year. The analogy is simple- the sun angles and 

positions are not stationary but the building is, so the best regulations to make the 

building function effectively is to change the treatment of each façade at different 

orientations, and also to bring about flexibility in the North and South side. 

                                                      
12

 U.S. Department of Energy: Energy Efficiency & Renewable Energy: Building Technology 
Program 
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A north-south building orientation of a building means that only the south façade 

receives direct sunlight for the most part of the day. Sun shading louvers for the south 

fenestrations, aligned horizontally can cut off the direct sunlight with only a slight 

reduction in visibility. Diffuse natural light can contribute to the interiors in this system. 

Fixed sun shades such as cantilevers, roof projections, balconies etc can be used on the 

south façade as seasonal solar protection. 

 

The southern openings is best utilized in the winter when the sun angle is much 

lower than that of the summer and can penetrate the interiors directly, making this side 

work as the winter solar collector for the building. This can greatly reduce the heating 

cost if utilized properly.  

 

With an east-west orientation, the surfaces of both the facades receive light from 

a low sun. The angle of incidence is almost perpendicular and hence the amount of solar 

radiation entering is high and the reflection from glass is low. The low position of the sun 

requires almost full closure of the horizontal louvers, which obstructs views and natural 

light. The electricity demand inside the building rises up. 

 

The possibility to reduce the shading on the east and west facades is provided by 

the use of vertical louvers/shades. If adjustable, the angle and length of the louvers 

allows direct solar radiation to be cut whilst retaining visibility. In winter the amount of 

solar radiation received on the east or west façade is very little. Solar radiation 

transmittance is determined by the solar energy transmittance of the glazing and the 

reduction factor of the shading.  

 

� In addition to avoiding heat losses, thermal transmittance also plays a decisive 

role in thermal comfort.  

� The smaller the heat flow through the external component the higher the surface 

temperature on the internal wall surface.  

� The operative temperature is made up of the surface temperatures and the air 

temperature. Therefore higher surface temperatures lead to improved comfort or 

allow a lower air temperature, which reduces ventilation heat losses.  
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� A high ratio of enclosed space verses exposed building surface can minimize 

outdoor temperature effects in the interiors. 

 

 

A building can have a lesser surface area to deal with in terms of heat gain/loss. On the 

other hand creation of a micro climate situation within a building can greatly influence the 

function of the envelope (influencing both inner and outer shell layers) in conditioning the 

energy requirements of the interior space. 

Analysis of Thermal storage mass 

� Storing heat is analogous to storing volume. Heat stored in a substance depends 

on how high its temperature is. 

� Not all volume and heat is useful. Useful heat in terms of interior space heating is 

heat that is stored in a substance that is hotter than the room’s temperature. 

� Storage depends on the amount of storage material. The more storage material 

there is, the more heat can be stored at the same temperature above room 

temperature. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig 10 Design decision 

Is that what we want? 

Design Decision 
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� Different materials can be compared as to how well they store heat. Water stores 

more heat than rocks. Air stores almost no heat. 

Direct Solar Gain 

 In a direct gain passive solar building, the living space serves as the heat-storage 

mass.   Floors and walls are heated by the sun during the day, and then slowly release 

the stored heat at night.  Windows face south to catch the sun, and ideally should be 

double glazed to prevent excessive heat loss at night.  Storage masses is  isolated from 

the outside and properly insulated to prevent heat loss via conduction to colder masses 

like the ground. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig11  Direct solar radiation inside insulated 
interiors 

Source: Self 

Fig12  Radiant heat from day solar gain at 
night time 

Source: Self 

 

Winter Sun 
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Indirect Solar Gain System 

Although it uses the same materials and design principles as a direct gain system, an 

indirect gain system positions the thermal mass - such as rock or contained liquid - 

between the sun and the space to be heated.The sun's heat is collected and trapped in 

a narrow space between 

the window and the thick 

masonry wall (thermal 

mass) after it passes 

through the windows.  

This heats the air, which 

rises and spills into the 

room through vents at the 

top of the wall. Cooled air 

then moves to take its 

place from vents at 

bottom of the wall.  The 

heated air circulates 

throughout the room by 

convection.  The thermal 

mass continues to absorb and store heat to radiate back into the room after the sun has 

gone.  Dampers can be placed in the vents to prevent warm air from escaping through 

them at night.  During the summer months, the process is reversed.  The thermal mass 

is prevented from receiving direct sunlight while absorbing the heat in the room, helping 

to keep the temperature cooler.  This indirect gain system can also be used with flat-

plate collectors, normally associated with an active solar system.  The collectors are 

always set below the thermal mass storage tanks or bins to take advantage of the 

natural movement of heat - warm air rising and cool air sinking. The Trombe wall also is 

an indirect solar gain system developed in 1956 by Jacques Michel, an architect and 

Felix Trombe, a scientist.13   A Trombe wall is a south-facing masonry wall covered with 

                                                      
13

 Trombe wall system: 
http://www.consumerenergycenter.org/home/construction/solardesign/indirect.html 

 

Fig13  Indirect solar gain through vented thermal mass 

Source: Self 
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glass spaced a few inches away.  Sunlight passes through the glass and is absorbed 

and stored by the wall.  The glass and airspace keep the heat from radiating back to the 

outside.  Heat is transferred by conduction as the masonry surface warms up, and is 

slowly delivered to the building some hours later. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig14  Typical trombe wall concept    Source: Self 

 Trombe walls can provide carefully controlled solar heat to a space without the 

use of windows and direct sunlight, thus avoiding potential problems from glare and 

overheating, if thermal storage is inadequate.  The masonry wall is part of the building's 

structural system, effectively lowering costs.  The inside, or discharge, surface of the 

Trombe wall can be painted white to enhance lighting efficiency within the space.  

However, the outside large dark walls sheathed in glass must be carefully designed for 

both proper performance and aesthetics. 
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Isolated Solar Gain 

Indirect gain passive solar systems are the most common type of passive solar heating 

that is applied to an existing building.  The system consists of a solarium or greenhouse 

attached to the outside of the building.   The sun heats the air inside the solarium during 

the day and the air circulates through vents in the wall between the solarium and living 

area.  The sun also heats the heat storage wall, which radiates heat into both the living 

area and the solarium after the sun goes down. 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig15a &b   Isolated heat gain through solarium space 

Source: Self 

This system is less effective than the previous two systems as heat is lost to the 

solarium, but it is the easiest modification to make to an existing building to improve its 

heating efficiency.  The solarium works as an extra living space all year round and is 

perfect as a greenhouse for growing plants outside of the regular growing season. 

Another form of heat storage is called the latent heat storage. Instead of storing 

heat simply by getting hotter, some materials store heat by melting. One example to 

show such a phenomenon is wax. As wax melts it gets hotter to a certain temperature 

that is required for the substance to melt but the temperature doesn’t go any higher till all 

the wax is melted. Therefore, heat supplied to the wax is being stored as latent energy in 

its molten form. If we use wax to store heat, it will do so as it melts. Later when this 

stored heat needs to be utilized one just needs to let the wax solidify, giving up latent 

heat.  Materials like wax can be classified as ‘phase change materials’ because they 
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store heat by changing phase- that is either by melting or solidifying. Phase change 

materials are great options as heat reservoirs since they can store far more amount of 

heat of an equal volume of water and even more than equal volume of crushed rocks. 

Thermal conduction through Glazing 

Glazings are critical components of most solar collection systems. The purpose of 

the clear translucent coverings is to trap heat from the incoming solar radiation. The 

heat-trapping ability of glazing arises largely from their wavelength dependent 

transmission. That is, they allow radiation of certain wavelengths to pass through while 

blocking the passage of others. 

A good glazing material should allow maximum transmission of solar (short wave) 

radiation (expressed as the percentage of incident light that passes through). And it 

should keep heat loss to a minimum by preventing long-wave transmission and by 

serving as a barrier to heat loss. Long wave radiation or heat is radiated out from 

surfaces that absorb light in any collector system. By preventing the escape of this 

longwave radiation, the collector heats up. This process is the familiar "greenhouse 

effect". Additionally, an ideal solar glazing should possess resistance to ultraviolet ray 

deterioration, good thermal stability, a high resistance to abrasion and weather, low 

maintenance and purchase costs, high fracture and Impact resistance, and ease of 

handling. 
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1. VENTILATION 

 

Ventilation effectiveness of a building is a major component in regulating temperature 

values and air quality changes. Possibility of using natural ventilation and strategies 

exploiting air movement to optimize the energy performance of the building can be 

effectively demonstrated through the building envelope. 

Locations with low air quality or high levels of dust and noise entry, the preferred method 

of supplying fresh air is through ducts or the building structure (not direct envelope 

fenestration system). In addition direct ventilation through the façade with high outside 

air temperatures is linked with thermal discomfort, especially where a high air change 

rate is required. 

 

� Passive conditioning double façade systems to condition outside air before 

entering the interior. 

� Disadvantage during summer- the façade can be heated up therefore cooling of 

the air plenum can be a challenge. 

 

Integrated façade ventilation units can be an effective addition to natural ventilation 

concepts. On days on which the window ventilation can cause thermal discomfort 

because the outside temperature is in either extreme, the integrated heating and cooling 

register tempers the supply air to a comfortable degree. 

Optimum, responsive design can only happen with understandings of the site data. For 

example: The leeward side of the building should have larger openings than the 

windward side if natural ventilation at rates higher than wind velocity is desired. The 

larger leeward side openings can thus create a suction effect on the windward side 

openings. 

 

The building envelope plays a pivotal role in allowing both direct and indirect 

ventilation. Fenestrations, openings, punctures in the envelope can carry direct 

ventilation process. Other aspects of ventilation related to indoor air quality, humidity 

control, temperature and gust control can be challenging in case of direct ventilation. 

Especially for commercial buildings where control factors are much higher than 
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residences, the natural ventilation often gets limited to the mechanical system or a few 

operable windows at certain areas of the building.  

It can be a challenging prospect to allow ventilation through the building envelope in a 

controlled manner. This can be achieved to an extent through double skin techniques of 

the building envelope. The double skin façade is essentially a pair of different layers, 

separated by an air gap. The screen is often made of glass and the air space between 

the layers is either insulating or an air flow channel for ventilation. 

Other than the completely insulated double skin system which uses air as sound 

and thermal insulation, the air extracting façade system allows air flow within the two 

layers. The air space between the two layers becomes part of the HVAC system. The 

heated ‘used’ air between the layers is extracted through the cavity with the use of fans 

and thereby tempers the inner layer while the outer layer minimizes heat transmission 

loss. This is best effective in colder exterior situations. This system is used where natural 

ventilation is not possible through direct fenestrations. Shading devices are mounted 

within the cavity. 

Another form of double skin system which uses outside air to condition before 

regulating it in the interiors of the building is the twin-face façade. It is comprised of two 

basic layers between which air flow is maintained through venture effect. The air and 

heat exchange happens through the plenum space between these two layers. This 

typology differs from the ‘extract-air façade’ in permitting openings in the inner envelope, 

allowing for direct, conditioned natural ventilation. The air from outside can be 

preconditioned by drawing it through passive cooling ponds or underground cooler levels 

at the bottom of the façade. As the air gets pulled upwards it gets circulated and 

exchanged with the interior air through operable fenestrations in the inner envelope. As 

windows in the interior façade are opened, the ventilation openings in the outer skin 

moderate temperature extremes within the façade. The use of windows can allow for 

night time cooling of the interior thereby lessening mechanical cooling loads of the 

building’s HVAC system.  

 

The last layering envelope type is the hybrid system. It combines various aspects 

of the other systems but do not use one particular strategy throughout the envelope 

area. Some cases can use a combination of screens, opacity, glazing etc to combine 
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different aspects that a building envelope can respond to in maintaining a comfort level 

in the interiors. 

Double skin façades do offer a potential solution to the glazed office tower in terms of 

climatic control. The advantages of this system are; improved occupant control over 

local environment with operable windows for natural ventilation behind the exterior 

glazing, the ability to control the shading device allows the occupant to modify the 

incoming solar radiation for either heating or lighting requirements. Both of these 

strategies introduce the idea of passive design strategies into the modern office tower. 

Typically the office tower is a major consumer of energy in its’ operational phase. These 

design interventions reduce the overall energy consumption by including passive design 

concepts and energy efficient strategies. The issue at hand is whether or not they are 

appropriate or complete solutions for energy efficiency or whether they are tactics to 

compensate for the lack of sustainability of the design of modern office towers. In terms 

of sustainable design the twin-face façade offers strategies for use and control of solar 

heat gain, increased daylight and moderation of temperature differences. It is the only 

system at present that offers a range of natural ventilation strategies to the occupants. 

The ability to engage and control these environmental aspects inevitably leads to 

increased energy efficiency. The argument is that numerous and less intensive 

strategies are also available to serve the same purpose. Then why use the double skin 

façade? No other system maximizes daylighting with integral solar heat gain control, 

blinds and buffer zone. Natural ventilation for high-rise conditions reduces air-

conditioning loads and can be effectively tested to allow pre cooling of air for reducing 

surface temperatures. 
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3. DAYLIGHT 

Electric Lighting in American non residential buildings consumes 25% to 60% of the 

electric energy utilized, therefore any attempt to reduce this must necessarily include 

integration of the cheapest, most abundant and in many ways the most desirable form of 

lighting available- Daylight. 

Light is not only an amount of energy.  It also provides us with the means to 

reveal spaces and volumes and interact with our environment.   

One of the most efficient uses of solar energy is the use of daylight for lighting. 

The best light bulb needs far more watts per m2 and produces far more heat than the sun 

does for the same amount of light. Therefore, the incorporation of daylight in every 

building must be balanced with unwanted heat gain. 

 

In a typical building, lighting accounts for 25-40 percent of energy consumption14.   

By allowing more natural light to penetrate and controlling both its light and heat 

components, the financial savings could be considerable.  In addition to its health and 

financial benefits, natural light also provides an almost perfect white light condition that 

has a number of visual benefits.      

 

Human performance also can be influenced by day lighting strategies.  A growing 

number of references suggest a strong correlation between day lighting, increased office 

productivity, and reduced absenteeism.  Nearly everyone prefers a windowed office or 

classroom to a windowless room.  These intuitive desires have been often denied in the 

era of sealed-box architecture 15 for economic reasons resulting in assembly line 

architecture. 

 

Day lit buildings can increase human performance because people enjoy such 

spaces and will stay longer or return more frequently to work, study, or shop.  Daylight 

itself does not increase human performance per se.  Rather; it is the sense of 

                                                      
14

 Day light Savings- Building with natural light, Andersen Marilyne, Science Daily  
15  Day lighting every building, Ternoey Steven E., 
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transparency to the outdoors that people enjoy.  Physically and psychologically, people 

desire to be connected to the rhythms and changes of the outdoor world, within the limits 

of visual and thermal comfort, and not to the point of distraction. 

 

Natural light is not without its issues.  These include glare, overheating, variability 

and privacy issues, since transparent materials must be used for introducing day light in 

buildings.  Cool day lighting practices must be used to ensure glare control and the 

highest possible lighting quality.  In such buildings, people can have a relationship to the 

sun, the sky, changing weather patterns and seasonal conditions while still fulfilling their 

indoor responsibilities.  A sense of time is imparted since morning, noon, afternoon and 

evening become different and unique experiences.  Building transparency allows people 

to be inside while still feeling connected to their environment.  Yet again, there are many 

factors that come into play when designing the fenestrations or the building envelope in 

totality to accommodate these criteria.  

 

Commercial buildings and institutional spaces have the most requirement for day 

light strategizing since large volume of spaces are required for various activities, 

challenging the introduction of day light equally.   

For a long time absolute transparency was the most coveted goal in modern 

architecture.  With glass one could now design facades with various levels of light 

intensity passing through the primary building envelope.  The issue now was 

experimenting with translucency and material development aspect of glass that would 

not only be limited to introduction of day light in building interiors but be a part of a whole 

system of comfort, aesthetics and energy generation for the structure. 

Technically designing for ‘day light’ in the building can rule out transparency of glass 

completely.   The aspect of ‘vision glazing’ cannot be combined with designing for day 

light. There are possibilities of indirect and reflected day light which does not necessarily 

deal with ideas of large expanses of glass on the building façade. 
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There are basically three different types of building elements involved in day lighting 

design:  

• Direct light- Fenestration: Windows, Doors, and Skylights 

• Indirect light- Reflectors, Light wells, Light shelves etc as a part of the building 

envelope.  

• Lighting Controls (To complement and supplement day light control). This has to 

be greatly complimented with the daylight intensity in hot and arid regions. 

Direct Lighting 

The following window geometries display the various ways of direct introduction of 

daylight in buildings. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig16.  Side lighting daylight glazing Fig17.  Top lighting vertical monitor 

 

 

 

  

Fig18.  Top lighting sawtooth monitor Fig19.  Top lighting horizontal skylights 
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Indirect Lighting 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig20.  Reflected daylight strategies. 

 

To allow the penetration of daylight into a building interior requires the designer must 

evaluate two components of sunlight--the thermal and the luminous. This evaluation 

should include the analysis of thermal gains and illumination from direct solar radiation, 

and from diffuse sources such as the skydome and adjacent reflective surfaces including 

the ground itself. It is important to consider aperture size as a function of light 

transmission and its resultant thermal impacts upon the building interior. Improperly 

designed apertures can result in overheating of the interior spaces, visual discomfort 

from glare and unwanted deterioration and fading of furnishings and other materials. 

Daylighting in hot dry climates like that of Tucson requires an integrated design 

approach toward energy performance of the building envelope and illumination of the 

interiors. Architectural morphology must respond to passive heating, cooling, and 

ventilation requirements, and be properly configured to capture and distribute natural 

illumination effectively and efficiently to the interior spaces. The designer must 

sensitively apply the design principles for thermal performance. 
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Daylight received on the Earth's surface is a combination of direct beam radiation and 

sunlight diffused in the atmosphere. Under the predominantly clear skies of a hot dry 

climate of Tucson, the total amount of natural illumination received at any location is 

dependent upon solar positions latitude, and local atmospheric conditions. On clear 

days, the bright and intense sunlight results in illumination levels on the ground surface 

exceeding 10,000 footcandles (107,600 1x). For a clear skydome, typical of hot dry 

climates the horizon is approximately 3 times brighter than the zenith luminance. The 

clear skydome, however, is considered brightest in the region nearest the sun, and 

darkest 90° from the sun's position. As a result, sidelighting which attempts to capture 

this illumination is not the best solution to daylighting in a hot dry climate. 

 

A) Sunlight reflected from adjacent roof and building surfaces is 
an important component of skylighting in hot dry climates. 

B) Properly designed skylighting devices can function as 
windcatchers and/or vents for convective air currents. 

C) A coffered ceiling is an effective method for distributing light 
uniformly within a space without creating discomfort from glare. 
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Intense sunlight, clean atmosphere, and reflective ground surfaces bring about the 

problem of glare. Glare results from excessive brightness in the visual field originating 

from sky luminance, light reflected from the natural landscape and/or from man-made 

features of the environment such as buildings. In hot dry climates, it is estimated the 

ground can be 4 times as bright as the sky and as such can be the primary source of 

glare. Windows transmit this glare into building interiors. 

In citing historical precedents for skylighting, the use of small horizontal openings 

to provide light and ventilation in thermally massive, vaulted roof structures is uniquely 

appropriate to the predominantly sunny, dry, desert climate with its hot days and cool 

nights . This combination ensures that the ceiling vault and upper walls will be the 

primary reflecting surfaces, minimizing glare at eye level. 

During both winter and summer conditions, the level of interior illuminance from an 

overcast sky is remarkably higher than from a clear sky. In a hot dry climate with 

primarily clear skies, skylighting must utilize either direct beam radiation or reflected 

sunlight to maintain a minimum roof aperture consistent with the desired thermal 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Fig 21. A daylighting device redirects sun to both the north and south 
sides of the shaft. A reflector array beneath a small opening reflects 
diffuse light to the ceiling, as well as distributes diffuse light to the 
area directly below the reflector. 

Source:www.daylightingsummer/arid.com 
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performance of the structure. Incoming sunlight must be baffled and redirected to avoid 

glare and local overheating and to provide the light distribution desired. Under similar 

conditions a very small area of glazing in a deep well can illuminate a large area 

effectively. The skylight should be no larger than necessary to provide the desired 

illumination under sunny conditions (i.e., the aperture should be +-1% of the floor area). 

Orienting Building Masses 

Proper siting is an issue that develops from the scale of area master planning down to 

city blocks, individual lots, and buildings themselves. By ensuring maximum exposure to 

the south, passive heating and natural illumination opportunities are created. An 

east/west elongation of the building affords control of solar radiation for both thermal and 

luminous advantage. 

Preserving the Thermal Integrity of the Building Envelope 

To preserve the thermal integrity of massive walls and insulated roof structures, 

penetrations are usually minimized. Fewer, smaller openings result in dimly lit, 

sometimes gloomy spaces and interior wall surfaces of low luminance. Visual discomfort 

in the form of glare results when the intense light entering through these openings is 

viewed in contrast with surrounding wall/ceiling surfaces. The rule must be to minimize 

the opening while maximizing the amount of daylighting potential. 

Reflections from the Roof Surface and Adjacent Building Surfaces 

The roof surface surrounding the skylight affects both the thermal and the lighting 

performance of the building envelope. Massive or thermally reflective materials adjacent 

to the aperture can reflect both light and heat into the skylight. These factors must be 

carefully considered when positioning an aperture for daylighting and these reflections 

must be controlled. 
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Detailing Openings Through the Roof and Ceiling 

Proper detailing of skylight openings can reduce glare in interiors. Contrast grading, 

through the use of color shading, and spreading the intense natural illumination across a 

ceiling or wall surface softens and diffuses the light. Likewise, locating skylights next to 

vertical wall surfaces or in sloped or vaulted ceilings lessens glare. Coffers and lightwells 

effectively control the entering light. 

Softening and Diffusing the Light 

Reflecting the rays of the sun from a surface before allowing the light to enter the interior 

both softens the light and helps to reduce the attendant glare while minimizing heat 

buildup on the interior. The character of the reflecting surface is crucial to the 

effectiveness in reducing glare; the surface should be of a matt or diffusing finish and not 

glossy or mirror-like. The apparent brightness of the reflecting surface should also be 

considered so that it does not create uncomfortable glare. In hot dry climates reflected 

sunlight can be a major component of lighting interior spaces. 

Tinted Glazing 

A twentieth-century solution to the problem of glare is the use of tinted glass. This glass 

limits the amount of transmitted illumination and therefore controls the differences in 

apparent brightness between the interior and the exterior. Glare-reducing and low-

transmittance glazings also impart a color tint to the daylight; this color tinting can result 

in an unnatural appearance of the exterior environment. Such glazings are often chosen 

for their thermally reflective properties with disregard for their light-related qualities. 

Specialized glazings can offer effective solutions to glare and overheating, but they can 

also significantly limit the use of daylight in building interiors. 

Reflectance of Interior Surfaces 

Interior surface reflectivity controls the distribution of daylight within a space. In hot dry 

climates interior surfaces should be light colored but not so bright as to cause visual 

discomfort. It is recommended that full white be avoided in favor of a 70 percent light 
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reflective color on walls and ceilings to minimize glare.16Objects and furnishings within 

the space must also be chosen for their light reflective qualities. The proper design and 

selection of wall/ceiling and furnishing reflectance will ensure a smooth and even 

distribution of the light throughout the room. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                      
16

 R.G. Hopkinson, P. Petherbridge and J. Longmore. 1966. Daylighting. William Heinneman Ltd. 
London. 
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REFERENCE STUDY 1. 
 
Phoenix Central Library 
 
1221 N Central Ave 
Phoenix, AZ 85004 
USA 
 
 
 

 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig 22. Phoenix central Library & Location 
data 
Source: NWS files ; photo: self 

Location: Phoenix, AZ, U.S. 
 
Climate: Hot & Arid 
 
Latitude: 33

0
 26min 

 
Longitude: 112

0
 01min 

 
% of possible sunshine: 99% 
 
Highest Temperature 
recorded (data till’98): 122

0
 F 
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Located in the southwestern United States, in Phoenix, Arizona, this building 

experiences the harsh climate of the Sonoran Desert. Summers are very hot and dry, 

while winters are typically mild. The summer period begins in mid-April and continues 

into September. In June, July and August the average daily temperature is over 100 

degrees Fahrenheit, but can reach as high as 120 degrees. Consequently, cooling is a 

concern for over half the year. Extreme aridity is also characteristic of the desert, with 

the introduction of humidity often being a welcome cooling strategy. 

 

Due to the internal load domination in commercial and public buildings, cooling loads 

may extend into other times of the year, even when outside temperatures are considered 

comfortable. The priority, therefore, is to moderate the summer temperatures and control 

solar radiation gain and interior sources of heat. The envelope is still important even in 

an internal load dominated building; the building materials act as the buffer between the 

natural and the man-made environment. 

 

The Phoenix central library, a building of 5 floors by architect Will Bruder, was officially 

opened in 1995 and was much acclaimed as an energy efficient modern building with an 

intelligent envelope system to suit the climate of Phoenix. It was conceived as a glass 

façade building on its north and south facades with copper cladding over concrete walls 

as a dominant feature for east and west. The building is chosen as a referential 

observation with a common standpoint of modern institutional architecture in the hot and 

arid region. 

 

 With the temperatures soaring above 1000 F in summer months, it was important 

consideration to control the amount of solar exposure inside the building. The main 

observation was the fact that instead of introducing cost efficient building strategies to 

build the envelope, a more complex form of shading device and sun control system has 

been employed over and around the glass facades. The main objective of the solar 

shading as to control the south sun exposure in summers and allow it in winter, while the 

North glass needed to cater to daylighting aspects of the library yet maintain visibility 

and obstruct solar gain in the early and later half of the days in summer.  
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Fig23. Phoenix central Library South facade 
Source: photo: self 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig24. Phoenix central Library North facade 
Source: photo: self 
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Fig25. Phoenix central Library First floor plan with conditioned space hatched 
Source: Bruder architects 
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Fig26. Phoenix central Library Second floor plan with conditioned space hatched 
Source: Bruder architects 
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Fig27. Phoenix central Library Second longitudinal east-west section with conditioned space 
hatched 
Source: Bruder architects 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig28. Phoenix central Library cross section north-south with conditioned space hatched 
Source: Bruder architects 
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The basic building plan is rectangular, elongated along the north-south axis. The total 

conditioned floor area is 244,195 sqft. Solar gain is mitigated by complex shading 

systems. The south façade is shaded by computer controlled louvers. The north façade 

is shaded by Teflon coated canvas fabric designed as vertical sails. This helps in filtering 

the solar gain yet maintain visibility. 

 

List of observations: 

 

� The solar exposure has been controlled effectively through the use of sails in the 

North façade. It filters the summer early morning and later afternoon sun, which 

rises and sets north of the East-West line in Arizona. 

� The south mechanical computer controlled louvers do not work at times and 

remains as fixed shading. This does not allow the level of control for summer and 

winter gains as was previously conceived. 

� Double glazing helps reduce conduction at the extensive glass curtain walls. 

� Well insulated east and west façade treatments help in controlling the HVAC load 

for the building. 

� Well insulated, light coloured exterior ground treatment reduces radiation gains 

along with conduction gains and losses. 

� Concrete floors and 12” walls act as thermal storage and mediate heat transfer. 

� Infiltration was set high, due to the high number of people constantly coming 

through the entrance doors that are not air locked. 

� The building is designed as a sealed environment, which also does not take 

advantage of the natural cooling capabilities of nights and especially for spring 

and fall seasons. 

� Large expanses of glass in the north and south façade conduct more heat than 

the eastern and western walls. Even upon shading, outside temperatures in the 

hot and arid climate of Phoenix contributes to heat gain through conduction. 
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List of assumptions: 

 

� Reducing conduction and solar gain in summer is an important aspect to design.  

� Reducing internal gains and sizing the mechanical system according to the 

calculations of solar gain affecting the building functioning can help in ultimately 

reducing the HVAC load of the building. 

� Large glazed areas are typically administered in modern institutional construction 

as an aesthetic curtain glass cladding yet little thought is given to aspects of 

glare and heat control. 

� Simpler strategies like fixed shading systems can offer more reliability with a 

lower maintenance cost. After all it requires energy to manufacture, maintain and 

run computer simulated facades. 
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REFERENCE STUDY 2. 
 
Architectural engineering department at UAE University 

 
Department of Architectural Engineering,  
UAE University, P.O. Box 17555,  
Al-Ayn, UAE 
 
 
 
 

 
 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig 29. Architectural and Engineering 
building new expansion & Location data 
Source: Science direct ; photo: UAE university 
campus map 

Location: Al Ayn, United Arab Emirates 
 
Climate: Hot & Arid with high levels of humidity 
during monsoons 
 
Latitude: Between latitudes of 22° and 26.30° 
North 
 
Longitude: Between longitude of 51° and 
56.30° East 
 
% of possible sunshine: 99% 
 
Highest Temperature recorded (data till’98): 
134

0
 F 
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Fig 30. Climate analysis chart affecting buildings in UAE 
Source: 

http://www.bbc.co.uk/weather/world/city_guides/results.shtml?tt=TT002910 

 

The new building of the architectural engineering department at the UAE University is an 

example of a new building form in the UAE and probably in the Arab Gulf region. The 

building has a curved roof with skylights covering a large universal space that includes 

three levels of studio spaces. The use of such form typology in architectural studios is 

very rare worldwide and perhaps it is used for the first time in desert climate. The 

building is designed by KEO International Consultants. It includes three main sections: 

the architectural engineering department which is subject to a full glass façade on its 

north side, the teaching facilities section, and the students’ activities section. 

 

Design for daylighting in hot dry climates requires an integrated design approach 

toward energy performance of the building envelope and illumination of the interiors. 

This does not necessarily translate into a solution of transparent façade on the North 

side without much considerations of the solar gain accumulated over summer months. 

Architectural morphology must respond to passive heating, cooling, and ventilation 
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requirements, and be properly configured to capture and distribute natural illumination 

effectively and efficiently to the interior spaces.  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Fig 31. North Façade with curved curtain wall of the Architectural and 
Engineering department of UAE university 
Source: K.A. Al-Sallal / Renewable Energy 32 (2007) 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Fig 32. South Façade with curved curtain wall of the Architectural and 
Engineering department of UAE university 
Source: K.A. Al-Sallal / Renewable Energy 32 (2007) 
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Fig 33. Ground floor plan of the building with the studios marked in yellow. This is the space that 
is directly affectd by the North glass. 
Source: K.A. Al-Sallal / Renewable Energy 32 (2007) 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Fig 34. N-S cross section showing the relationship of the studio with the facade 
Source: K.A. Al-Sallal / Renewable Energy 32 (2007) 
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List of observations17: 

� The prismatic glazing was best at controlling direct sunlight from the North. 

� Light-shelves designed to allow better illumination doubles as horizontal shading 

devices for the glass façade. 

� Light-shelves were made reflective to cut of heat intake, but this causes glare 

during sunsets and sun rise. 

� Northwest portions of the glass has maximum heat intake. The horizontal shades 

do not suffice for full shading of the glass. 

� The south of the building is well insulated with masonry construction. 

� The volume of the space enclosed by the curved North wall, has a direct impact 

on the space cooling volume. This has increased the load of the HVAC system 

considerably from the office zone in the south. 

� The buffer circulation space between the North studio space and the glass wall 

helps in cutting down direct heat from entering the studio. 

 

List of assumptions: 

� Some degree of sunlight control could be provided by the use of specialized 

glass; yet blinds would be still needed to supplement them under some 

circumstances for the whole façade. 

� Conventional shading devices work by excluding light from particular directions. 

By redirecting rather than eliminating this light, innovative daylighting systems 

could provide shading without massive reductions in internal illuminances. 

� The integration of a light shelf not only has the potential of improving daylighting 

and providing shade, but by dividing the window into a lower and upper operable 

(motorised) pane, the natural ventilation by stack effect is also improved.                  

� A slope or angle of the tilt for shading devices can better cater to shading the 

entire façade as a retrofication strategy.  

� The mechanical system could be designed more effectively to cool only the 

enclosed studio spaces and not the circulation passage that gets much solar gain 

from the glass façade. This in turn could be well ventilated. 

 

                                                      
17

 K.A. Al-Sallal / Renewable Energy 32 (2007) 
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REFERENCE STUDY 3. 
 
Meinel Optical Science Building expansion in University of Arizona 

 
1630 E UNIVERSITY BLVD 
Tucson, Arizona 
USA 
 

 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig 35. Meinel Optical Science Building west 
expansion in University of Arizona, Tucson 
Source: Facilities Management, UoA 

Location: Tucson, AZ, U.S. 
 
Climate: Hot & Arid 
 
Latitude: 32°08'N 
 
Longitude: 110°57'W 
 
% of possible sunshine: 99% 
 
Highest Temperature 
recorded (data till’98): 117

0
 F 
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Fig36. Meinel Optical Science west expansion South façade with copper cladding 
Source: photo: Facilities management, UoA 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig 37. Meinel Optical Science west expansion North façade with glass curtain wall 
Source: photo: Facilities management, UoA 
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Fig38. Meinel Optical Science west expansion model showing the relationship of the north & 

south envelope with the functional spaces 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig39. Meinel Optical Science west expansion typical floor plan 
Source: Facilities management office, UoA 
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The new west expansion of the Meinel Optical Science building in the University of 

Arizona campus is  47,000-square-foot research lab for university’s optical department 

and contains teaching and research labs, classrooms, interaction areas, and offices. The 

cast-in-place concrete for the envelope is sheathed in a copper alloy treated to a 

reddened bronze. Richard + Bauer architecture office conceived the building an 

illustration of the day-lighting signature on the face of the campus. The building was 

envisioned as an abstraction of a darkroom. Within the simple volume, daylight is 

introduced by a series of apertures, interacting and modulating the spaces within. 

The building is organized around “blind” and “seeing” spaces, with light-sensitive 

research functions organized along the southern side and windowed office and support 

spaces open to natural light along the northern side. 

The ‘blind space’ is the south façade. Light sensitive research functions are 

organized along the southern, windowless side of the building. The cast in place 

concrete building is sheathed in copper panels. The material creates lightness to the 

building mass that brick would not allow, but still maintains a response to the campus 

brick vocabulary. The building envelope all around except for the northern side is 

designed as a breathable “rain screen”, which protects the inner membrane from the 

elements and eliminates the need for surface sealant joints. These thermally broken 

exterior panels shade the envelope of the building from the harsh desert sun. This 

approach effectively eliminates the need to maintain the skin for the life of the building.  

 Office and support space open to natural light and views to the campus mall and 

mountain views to the north. This was called the ‘seeing space’. The northern glass wall 

is folded as a response to the existing Optical Sciences Buildings textural façade. As an 

interpretation of a Fresnel lens, its simultaneous use of reflection and transparency 

create an apparent mass recalling the rhythm and texture of the existing buildings pre-

cast façade.  

 The building design has won awards of excellence for excellence in daylight 

design and interior concepts integrated with this environmental aspect. The idea of a full 

glass façade in the desert still remains a question to consider. 
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List of Observations: 

� When solar radiation falls on the North glass and other partially transparent 

materials in the envelope some of the incident energy is reflected, some is 

absorbed by the material, and the rest is transmitted to the inside of the building. 

� More than 20% glass in building envelope is against the energy codes to meet 

LEED standards. Even though the building did not go for LEED certification, yet it 

can be judged as a standard scale to gauge the effectiveness of energy 

efficiency. 

� The offices in the Northern side use black curtains to cut the glare in summer 

months 

� No shading devices on the North glass maximize solar gain for the office zone. 

� All of the transmitted solar radiation does not immediately act to increase the 

cooling load; some is stored in the floor and internal walls, which absorb the 

radiation and are warmed by it. 

� The angled glass acts purely on aesthetic values than increase shading or solar 

control strategies. 

� With the electrical lights always on and equipments running resulting in an 

effective increase in the internal heat load build up, it is but obvious that the 

mechanical cooling consumes more energy to work efficiently. 

� The south façade has no glass to allow solar gain for winter months; however the 

concrete floor slab works as a high mass thermal receptor to store this heat.  

 

List of assumptions: 

� Blinds provide solar control. Introducing a light coloured blind would reflect some 

of the solar radiation and absorbs the rest. 

� Heat absorbing glass could be used to reduce solar heat gain. 

� Instead of allowing a direct work space contact with the North façade, there could 

be circulation buffer to keep the work areas from getting affected with the 

temperature fluxes from the envelope. 

� Since the North glass area is large it may be necessary at certain times to waste 

some of the available solar heat otherwise it would make the building 

uncomfortably warm. 
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SECTION  III 
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CHAPTER 7 

INTRODUCTION TO SITE & CLIMATE 
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TUCSON CLIMATE PARAMETERS AFFECTING DESIGN 

 

Tucson is located in the south-central Arizona along the banks of the Santa Cruz River 

where the Interstate 10 and 19 meet. It is situated in a high desert valley surrounded by 

4 mountain ranges : the Santa Catalinas to the north, the Rincons to the east , the Santa 

Ritas to the south and the Tucsons to the west. 

The city of Tucson is documented at an elevation of approximately 2,600’ above 

the sea level. This is based on the location of the official weather station at Tucson 

International Airport. Sites throughout the city, however, range in elevation from 2200’ at 

the edges of some of the arroyos to 3300’ at the mountain edges of the foothills. This 

range represents a difference of 1100’ of elevation across the city. The mountains and 

arroyos create large number of microclimates which are scattered throughout the city.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Fig.43 Tucson location map  
Source: http://www.city-data.com/city/Tucson-Arizona.html 

Area: 194.7 square miles   

Lattitude: 32 Deg. 07 Min. N Longitude: 110 Deg. 56 Min. 
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Fig.44 Tucson climate data  
Source: Climate consultant software 
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Fig.45 Tucson climate data     Source: Climate consultant software 

 

Fig.46 Tucson climate data  
Source: Climate consultant software 
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Based on the climatalogical data discussed earlier, the psychometric chart study reveals 

a certain set of parameters that needs to be catered to while designing for comfort in this 

region. The following graphs explain the temperature, humidity and solar exposure 

aspects affecting the design for comfort in Tucson. 
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CHAPTER 8 

INTRODUCTION TO CASE STUDY PROJECT 
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PROJECT DESCRIPTION 

 

As a case study project a new institutional building in the University of Arizona campus 

was chosen to study of energy consumption. The east expansion of the school of 

architecture and landscape architecture was the perfect example of a glass dominated 

building in the hot and arid region of Tucson, Arizona. The building was completed and 

opened for operation from January 2007. This structure is an interesting project for 

energy analysis as it includes a variety of zones affected by different facades and 

materials with different usage patterns. 

  

The ground floor of is mainly conditioned by evaporative coolers, since a large 

space is dedicated to the metal and wood shops. The second and third floor plans 

comprise studios on the north side, administrative offices on the south, a break out 

space towards the center of the second floor and the toilet blocks on south east and 

these floors have air conditioning systems from roof top package units. 

 

The north façade comprises an exposed concrete wall upto 8’-0” above grade 

(for the workshops at the first floor level) and is all glass from floor to ceiling all the way 

upto the roof above (for studios at the second and third floor level). The glazing is an 

aluminum and glass curtain wall system from Old castle glass18. It is 1” double pane, 

clear low-E tempered glass with approximately 82% transmissivity. 

    

The south façade comprises a biological wall with mill finish tube steel and wire 

cloth screen wall with wall planting in front of a smooth finish painted stucco wall. 

Balcony windows are 1” clear tempered glass of single pane. 

 

The building section reveals 14’-0” floor height on the first and second floor levels 

and 19’-10” for the third floor. The studio areas have exposed concrete flooring and 

exposed galvanized acoustical metal deck ceiling. The walls are smooth finish painted 

stucco. The building shaft is in the central area on the south. It comprises of an exposed 

                                                      
18

 As informed by Jones studio (http://www.oldcastle.com/) 
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water tank and the mechanical equipment with a central skylight at the roof level. The 

shaft has openings into studios at the second and third floor levels. 

 

The west façade has no openings or fenestrations. The partition between the 

studio and the offices is single pane glass with approximately 90% transmissivity. The 

east façade has a single vertical slit window. The entry glass doors to the studio are on 

the south-east and south-west. (Refer to appendix for construction drawings and site 

survey forms). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig 50.  North façade of the building: Transparency at night 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig.51  South façade of building: steel mesh screen  
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ARCHITECTURAL & MECHANICAL OVERVIEW      

 

Fig. 52 Ground floor plan showing different functional spaces  

 

Fig. 53 Second floor plan with North and south zones  

HED LABORATORY 21’X41’ 

DIGITAL FAB. LAB 21’X23’ 

MILL FINISH STEEL SCREEN 

(BIOLOGICAL WALL) 

OPEN SHOP AREA 155’X32’ 

SHOP 150’X40’ 

8’ HIGH CONCRETE WALL 

MILL FINISH STEEL SCREEN 

(BIOLOGICAL WALL) 

BREAK OUT SPACE 

47’X19’ 

STEEL DECK 

STUDIO SPACE 

192’X41’ 

ALUMINUM & GLASS 

CURTAIN WALL SYSTEM 

TOILETS 

29’X25’ 

DUCT SHAFT 

OFFICE SPACE 

77’X26’ 
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Fig.54  Third floor plan 

 

Fig.55  Ground floor plan mechanical system explanation 

EVAPORATIVE COOLERS- 2500cfm 

SHOP FLOOR 

SHOP WORK AREA -UNCONDITIONED 

MAIN SUPPLY DUCT 

SUPPLY TO INDIVIDUAL 

ROOMS 

EVAPORATIVE COOLERS 

(114”X48” INTAKE LOUVER 

RETURN AIR 

MILL FINISH STEEL SCREEN 

(BIOLOGICAL WALL) 

MEETING ROOMS 

STUDIO SPACE 

192’X41’ 

ALUMINUM & GLASS 

CURTAIN WALL SYSTEM 

TOILETS 

29’X25’ 

DUCT SHAFT 

OFFICE SPACE 

77’X26’ 
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Fig.56  Second floor plan mechanical system explanation 
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Fig.57  Third floor plan mechanical system explanation 
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Fig. 58 Thermal zoning for energy simulations 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig.59  Rendering of the roof to show the placement of mechanical system 
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CHAPTER 9 

PHYSICAL ANALYSIS OF THE PROJECT 
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ELEVATION STUDY 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig.60  North Elevation 

 

Total north glass area in elevation = 8602 sqft. 

              Mechanically conditioned area affected by the North glass façade 

              Glass area which does not affect interior spaces with mechanical air conditioning 

              Part of the elevation which is not glass but concrete wall. 
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Fig. 61 South Elevation 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 62 West Elevation                                                   Fig. 63  East Elevation 
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Fig.64  South Elevation Details and wall section 
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Fig.65  North Elevation Details and wall section 

 

 

 

With construction costs rising, the architects and clients want to explore the quicker option of 

installation pre fabricated units. Same goes with the installation of curtain wall systems when it 

comes to closing the building envelope faster. The glass company dealing with the North curtain 

system is Old Castle glass. The double pane glass windows have an R value of 4 and Air 

Infiltration: </= .06 cfm at 6.24 psf
19

 

 

 

                                                      
19

 http://www.oldcastleglass.com/ib_4sss_performance.php 
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Fig.66  4-sided structural silicone curtain wall 

system with aluminium framing towards the inside 

and no exposed metal on the building’s exterior. 

Fig.67  Detail of Insulating glass unit 

-1” clear glass 

-double pane with low E coating 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig.68  Glass thermal camera study, showing a 

cooling loss of conditioned air through the glass 

envelope.  

Fig.69  Heat observation from the glass 

and aluminum frame work to the interior of 

the building.  
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SOLAR STUDY 

 

The shading study for the CALA expansion block revealed that the usually considered ‘cool north 

glass’ can be a source of direct solar gain in Tucson summer afternoons. The HVAC load 

increases due to the infiltration rates and solar gain from the un-shaded exposed glass. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig.70 Solar intake through North façade at  

June 21
st
  4:00pm 

Fig.71 Solar intake through North façade at  

June 21
st
 5:00pm 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig.72 Solar intake through South façade at  

June 21
st
  12:00 noon, without foliage. 

Fig.73 Solar intake through South façade at  

Equinox noon (September 21
st
, 12:00pm) 
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Fig 74. Sun angles for summer and winter affecting the south façade. The 6’ horizontal overhang 
protects most of the window during noon but not efficient for morning and afternoon sun. In a 
situation of full shading due to foliage cover, there would be no solar gain during winters. 
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CHAPTER 10 

COMPUTER ENERGY ANALYSIS 
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COM CHECK 

 

Arizona DOE Status of State Energy Codes - Home Rule State20 

 

State-wide Commercial Code:   None 

State Amendments: No 

Adoption by Local County/Jurisdiction: Yes 

Can use COM check to show compliance: Yes 

Notes on the State's Commercial Code: 

 

State-owned or -funded buildings, must comply with ASHRAE/IESNA 90.1-1999. 

2006 IECC: Pima County, Buckeye, Duncan, Phoenix, and Scottsdale 

2003 IECC: Benson, Carefree, Clarkdale, Cochise County, Goodyear, Oro Valley, Peoria, Queen 

Creek, Scottsdale, Show Low, Sierra Vista, Surprise, Tucson  

2000 IECC: Florence, Pinal County 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                      
20

 http://www.energycodes.gov/implement/state_codes/state_status.php?state_AB=AZ 



East Expansion Architecture Building Page 1 of 2

COMcheck Software Version 3.3.1

Envelope Compliance Certificate

90.1 (2004) Standard
Report Date: 12/10/07

Data filename: C:\UoA\Fall'07\909\90.1NEWBUI~1.CCK.cck

Section 1: Project Information

Project Title: East Expansion Architecture Building

Construction Site: Owner/Agent: Designer/Contractor:
1040 North Olive Road
Tucson, AZ 85721

University of Arizona
Tucson, AZ 85721

Jones Studio
Phoenix, AZ

Section 2: General Information

Building Location (for weather data): Tucson, Arizona
Heating Degree Days (base 65 degrees F): 1447
Cooling Degree Days (base 50 degrees F): 7395
Building Type for Envelope Requirements: Non-Residential
Project Type: New Construction
Vertical Glazing / Wall Area Pct.: 40%

Activity Type(s) Floor Area
Common Space Types:Classroom/Lecture/Training 25027

Common Space Types:Workshop 149

Common Space Types:Corridor/Transition 5337

Section 3: Requirements Checklist

Envelope FAILS: Design 13% worse than code.

Climate-Specific Requirements:

Component Name/Description Gross Area
or Perimeter

Cavity
R-Value

Cont.
R-Value

Proposed
U-Factor

Budget
U-Factor

Roof 1: Other 13824 --- --- 0.030 0.034

North Wall 1: Steel-Framed, 24" o.c. 10138 0.0 0.0 0.338 0.124

Window 1: Metal Frame with Thermal Break:Double Pane with
 Low-E, Clear, Fixed, SHGC 0.70

8602 --- --- 0.250 1.220

west Wall 2: Metal Frame, 24" o.c. 3432 12.0 0.0 0.112 0.124

Window 2: Metal Frame with Thermal Break:Double Pane, Clear,
 Fixed, SHGC 0.80

72 --- --- 0.500 1.220

South Wall 3: Metal Frame, 24" o.c. 10138 12.0 0.0 0.112 0.124

Window 3: Metal Frame with Thermal Break:Double Pane, Clear,
 Fixed, SHGC 0.80, PF 6.00

2217 --- --- 0.500 1.220

Door 1: Glass, Clear, SHGC 0.90 100 --- --- 1.000 1.220

East Wall 4: Metal Frame, 24" o.c. 3432 12.0 0.0 0.112 0.124

Floor 1: Slab-On-Grade:Unheated 528 --- --- --- ---

(a) Budget U-factors are used for software baseline calculations ONLY, and are not code requirements.

Insulation:

❑ 1. Open-blown or poured loose-fill insulation has not been used in attic roof spaces with ceiling slope greater than 3 in 12.

❑ 2. Wherever vents occur, they are baffled to deflect incoming air above the insulation.

❑ 3. Recessed lights, equipment and ducts are not affecting insulation thickness.



East Expansion Architecture Building Page 2 of 2

❑ 4. No roof insulation is installed on a suspended ceiling with removable ceiling panels.

❑ 5. All exterior insulation is covered with protective material.

❑ 6. Cargo and loading dock doors are equipped with weather seals.

Fenestration and Doors:

❑ 7. Windows and skylights are labeled and certified by the manufacturer for U-factor and SHGC.

❑ 8. Fixed windows and skylights unlabeled by the manufacturer have been site labeled using the default U-factor and SHGC.

❑ 9. Other unlabeled vertical fenestration, operable and fixed, that are unlabeled by the manufacturer have been site labeled using the
default U-factor and SHGC. No credit has been given for metal frames with thermal breaks, low-emissivity coatings, gas fillings, or
insulating spacers.

Air Leakage and Component Certification:

❑ 10.All joints and penetrations are caulked, gasketed, weather-stripped, or otherwise sealed.

❑ 11.Windows, doors, and skylights certified as meeting leakage requirements.

❑ 12.Component R-values & U-factors labeled as certified.

❑ 13.Insulation installed according to manufacturer's instructions, in substantial contact with the surface being insulated, and in a
manner that achieves the rated R-value without compressing the insulation.

Project Notes:

The code compliance check is done for the purpose of Energy compliance tests run by Arunima Chatterjee towards the completion of
 her Master's report ARC 909 (Fall 2007).
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COMcheck Software Version 3.3.1

Envelope Compliance Certificate

2000 IECC
Report Date: 12/10/07

Data filename: C:\UoA\Fall'07\909\90.1NEWBUI~1.CCK.cck

Section 1: Project Information

Project Title: East Expansion Architecture Building

Construction Site: Owner/Agent: Designer/Contractor:
1040 North Olive Road
Tucson, AZ 85721

University of Arizona
Tucson, AZ 85721

Jones Studio
Phoenix, AZ

Section 2: General Information

Building Location (for weather data): Tucson, Arizona
Climate Zone: 4b
Heating Degree Days (base 65 degrees F): 1447
Cooling Degree Days (base 65 degrees F): 3229
Project Type: New Construction
Vertical Glazing / Wall Area Pct.: 40%

Activity Type(s) Floor Area
Classroom/Lecture Hall 25027

Industrial Work, >= 20 ft Ceiling Height 149

Corridor, Restroom, Support Area 5337

Section 3: Requirements Checklist

Envelope FAILS: Mandatory Requirements Violated

Climate-Specific Requirements:

Component Name/Description Gross Area
or Perimeter

Cavity
R-Value

Cont.
R-Value

Proposed
U-Factor

Budget
U-Factor

Roof 1: Structural Slab 13824 --- 30.0 0.032 0.055

North Wall 1: Steel-Framed, 24" o.c. 10138 0.0 0.0 0.417 0.240

Window 1: Metal Frame with Thermal Break:Double Pane with
 Low-E, Clear, SHGC 0.70

8602 --- --- 0.250 1.230

west Wall 2: Metal Frame, 24" o.c. 3432 12.0 0.0 0.118 0.240

Window 2: Metal Frame with Thermal Break:Double Pane, Clear,
 SHGC 0.80

72 --- --- 0.500 1.230

South Wall 3: Metal Frame, 24" o.c. 10138 12.0 0.0 0.118 0.240

Window 3: Metal Frame with Thermal Break:Double Pane, Clear,
 SHGC 0.80, PF 6.00

2217 --- --- 0.500 1.230

Door 1: Glass, Clear, SHGC 0.90 100 --- --- 1.000 1.230

East Wall 4: Metal Frame, 24" o.c. 3432 12.0 0.0 0.118 0.240

Floor 1: Slab-On-Grade:Unheated 528 --- --- --- ---

(a) Budget U-factors are used for software baseline calculations ONLY, and are not code requirements.
(b) This component fails a mandatory U-factor/R-value requirement (components that fail are printed in italics).

Air Leakage, Component Certification, and Vapor Retarder Requirements:

❑ 1. All joints and penetrations are caulked, gasketed or covered with a moisture vapor-permeable wrapping material installed in
accordance with the manufacturer's installation instructions.
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❑ 2. Windows, doors, and skylights certified as meeting leakage requirements.

❑ 3. Component R-values & U-factors labeled as certified.

❑ 4. Insulation installed according to manufacturer's instructions, in substantial contact with the surface being insulated, and in a
manner that achieves the rated R-value without compressing the insulation.

Note: Vapor retarder not required in this location.

Project Notes:

The code compliance check is done for the purpose of Energy compliance tests run by Arunima Chatterjee towards the completion of
 her Master's report ARC 909 (Fall 2007).
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COMcheck Software Version 3.3.1

Envelope Compliance Certificate

2004 IECC
Report Date: 12/10/07

Data filename: C:\UoA\Fall'07\909\90.1NEWBUI~1.CCK.cck

Section 1: Project Information

Project Title: East Expansion Architecture Building

Construction Site: Owner/Agent: Designer/Contractor:
1040 North Olive Road
Tucson, AZ 85721

University of Arizona
Tucson, AZ 85721

Jones Studio
Phoenix, AZ

Section 2: General Information

Building Location (for weather data): Tucson, Arizona
Climate Zone: 2b
Heating Degree Days (base 65 degrees F): 1447
Cooling Degree Days (base 50 degrees F): 7395
Project Type: New Construction
Vertical Glazing / Wall Area Pct.: 40%

Activity Type(s) Floor Area
Classroom/Lecture Hall 25027

Industrial Work, < 20 ft Ceiling Height 149

Corridor, Restroom, Support Area 5337

Section 3: Requirements Checklist

Envelope TBD: Glazing Exceeds 40% Limit

Climate-Specific Requirements:

Component Name/Description Gross Area
or Perimeter

Cavity
R-Value

Cont.
R-Value

Proposed
U-Factor

Budget
U-Factor

Roof 1: Structural Slab 13824 --- --- 0.030 0.034

North Wall 1: Steel-Framed, 24" o.c. 10138 0.0 0.0 0.338 0.109

Window 1: Metal Frame with Thermal Break:Double Pane with
 Low-E, Clear, Factory Assembled, SHGC 0.70

8602 --- --- 0.250 0.750

west Wall 2: Metal Frame, 24" o.c. 3432 12.0 0.0 0.112 0.109

Window 2: Metal Frame with Thermal Break:Double Pane, Clear,
 Factory Assembled, SHGC 0.80

72 --- --- 0.500 0.750

South Wall 3: Metal Frame, 24" o.c. 10138 12.0 0.0 0.112 0.109

Window 3: Metal Frame with Thermal Break:Double Pane, Clear,
 Factory Assembled, SHGC 0.80, PF 6.00

2217 --- --- 0.500 0.750

Door 1: Glass, Clear, SHGC 0.90 100 --- --- 1.000 0.700

East Wall 4: Metal Frame, 24" o.c. 3432 12.0 0.0 0.112 0.109

Floor 1: Slab-On-Grade:Unheated 528 --- --- --- ---

(a) Budget U-factors are used for software baseline calculations ONLY, and are not code requirements.

Air Leakage, Component Certification, and Vapor Retarder Requirements:

❑ 1. All joints and penetrations are caulked, gasketed or covered with a moisture vapor-permeable wrapping material installed in
accordance with the manufacturer's installation instructions.

❑ 2. Windows, doors, and skylights certified as meeting leakage requirements.
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❑ 3. Component R-values & U-factors labeled as certified.

❑ 4. Insulation installed according to manufacturer's instructions, in substantial contact with the surface being insulated, and in a
manner that achieves the rated R-value without compressing the insulation.

❑ 5. Stair, elevator shaft vents, and other outdoor air intake and exhaust openings in the building envelope are equipped with motorized
dampers.

❑ 6. Cargo doors and loading dock doors are weather sealed.

❑ 7. Recessed lighting fixtures are: (i) Type IC rated and sealed or gasketed; or (ii) installed inside an appropriate air-tight assembly
with a 0.5 inch clearance from combustible materials and with 3 inches clearance from insulation material.

Note: Vapor retarder not required in this location.

Project Notes:

The code compliance check is done for the purpose of Energy compliance tests run by Arunima Chatterjee towards the completion of
 her Master's report ARC 909 (Fall 2007).
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EQUEST SIMULATION21 

 

The initial base case runs validated the base case as per the utility data from the 

University Facilities Management unit. The following data illustrates the pattern of 

electric usage specific to space cooling for the new expansion building. A comparison 

chart of similar square footage of buildings around the campus gives a detailed overview 

of the kind of energy usage one finds in institutional buildings across similar functions of 

spaces. 

 

The cooling loads for the new building are as stated below:22 

Total square footage of new expansion: 33,020 sqft 

MONTHS (2007) COOLING KWH (TOTAL) COOLING - KWH/SQFT 

May 24,740 0.7 

June 35,944 1.08 

July 43,658 1.32 

August 44,958 1.36 

September 43,508 1.31 

October 53,544 1.62 

 

Cooling loads for old architecture building:
23

 

Total square footage of old architecture building: 38,168 sqft 

 

MONTHS (2007) COOLING KWH (TOTAL) COOLING - KWH/SQFT 

May 31,934 0.837 

June 30,560 0.801 

July 26,118 0.684 

August 31,140 0.816 

September 36,437 0.955 

October 32,776 0.859 

 

                                                      
21

 eQuest v.3.5 energy simulation tool 
22

 Data collected from Facilities Management, University of Arizona 
23

 ibid 
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Comparative graph of energy use for space cooling for both old and new architecture 

buildings 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Comparative Chart of Similar Size Institutional Buildings on Campus and Their Chilled 

Water Use24 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                      
24

 ibid 
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BASECASE VALIDATION 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

MONTHS (2007) COOLING KWH 

(actual) 

COOLING – KWH 

(energy modelling) 

% DIFFERENCE 

May 24,740 29,080 -17% 

June 35,944 34,830    3% 

July 43,658 43,960  0.6% 

August 44,958 43,610  2.9% 

September 43,508 29,950  31% 

October 53,544 22,710   57% 

0
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Actual cooling energy vs energy model

Actual energy

Energy modeling
Actual energy
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The utility data available through the months of May till October was validated through 

the base case runs by eQuest. It was observed that the months of June, July and August 

showed a considerably accurate simulation result while the extraordinary increase in the 

energy consumption for the months of September and October could be explained due 

to excessive infiltration rates and HVAC balancing. 

The full annual simulation result can be seen in the annual energy report generated 

through eQuest. Since the building is new and has been operational only since January 

2007, the first 4 months were not considered for energy study.  

  

Annual Energy Consumption by end-use 

 

Electricity Use 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig, 76. 60% of the total energy used for 

the building is used for space cooling. 
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CHAPTER 11 

PARAMETRIC RUNS & CONCLUSIONS 
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STRATEGIES TO ENHANCE BUILDING ENERGY PERFORMANCE 

 

The building energy consumption ratios were compared against the following building 

enhancement strategies to illustrate the change in energy requirements in different 

conditions. 

1. Full south shading 

2. North glass vertical fin shading 

3. Enhanced wall insulation 

4. False ceiling with insulation 

5. Thermostat setting change 

6. Green Roof R value increase 

7. Day light sensors 

 

Previous analysis of the building with a focus on daylight simulations25 and green roof 

thermal comfort study26 brought forward interesting proposals for enhancing the building 

performance. Some of the strategies proposed in this report for energy simulation were 

particular cases relevant to the above mentioned focus. 

 

Full South Shading 

 

When sunlight hits glass, it is split into 

three components - that which is 

reflected, that which is absorbed and 

that which is transmitted through. The 

solar absorptivity was considered as 0.2 

for a fully shaded situation, since the 

south façade of the building has been 

conceived to be fully shaded with 

evergreen vines over a vertical steel 

                                                      
25

Negandhi Vanita, Daylight Optimization Design for Educational Buildings in hot and arid 
climates 2006, has been reviewed for strategies applicable to energy analysis 
26

 Patil Uttara, 2007 Masters Report on Green Roof project was reviewed for applicable strategies 
for energy analysis  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig77. Rendering of South shading strategy 
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mesh screen. The first basecase runs were simulated without the shading screen, while 

the next set of runs gives a comparative report of the effect of full shading for the south 

façade. The reflectivity was considered as 0.3 and the transmissivity as 0.7 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig78. EQUEST energy modeling screen shot 

 

 

A vertical perforated metal screen serves as the secondary shading device to protect the 

south glazing from high summer sun angles. However, this structure is more than just a 

shading device — it also serves as a veil to both conceal and reveal the interior space 

and the mechanical system units on the terrace to passers by. Daytime activities can be 

a filtered view through the foliage screen while late-studio activities are revealed at night. 

In this sense, the shading system is a filter that transforms the programmatic identity of 

the building, yet the possibility of foliage growing fully to cover the entire screen can be 
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questionable. This is due to the effect of high temperature on the metal screen due to 

direct solar exposure and lack of adequate moisture. 

 

The effect of full south shading brought about a 4% improvement from the basecase run. 

This implies an energy consumption difference of 11803 kwh annually from the 

basecase energy use. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Cumulative Savings (values (and % savings) are relative to the Base Case, negative entries 
indicate increased use) 

  

 Space Cooling Total (Misc+ 

space cooling) 

Basecase 290,986 kwh 
 

486,920 kwh 
 

+ South full 

shading 

279,183 kwh 
 

469,504 kwh 
 

+ South full 

shading savings 

11.80 (4%) 
 

17.42 (4%) 
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North glass vertical fin shading 

 

According to the daylight analysis of the building, vertical fins on the North glass was 

suggested as a strategy to cut down on the direct component of light and thus reduce 

glare. The strategy performed with a marginal reduction in illumination near the north 

glazing and a corresponding overall increase in the reflected component of light.27 

The north glazing without any shading device at the present scenario allows access to 

direct solar gain. The addition of vertical fin shading reduces the cooling energy 

consumption by 16218 kwh per year with a 6% savings in space cooling from the 

basecase energy consumption which is by far more than the south shading strategy. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 

 
 
Cumulative Savings (values (and % savings) are relative to the Base Case, negative entries 
indicate increased use) 

  

 

 

 
                                                      
27

 
27

Negandhi Vanita, Daylight Optimization Design for Educational Buildings in hot and arid 
climates. 2006 

 Space Cooling Total (Misc+ 

space cooling) 

Basecase 290,986 kwh 
 

486,920 kwh 
 

+ North Fins 274,768  kwh 
 

463,460 kwh 
 

+ North Fins 

savings 

16.22 (6%) 
 

23.46 (5%) 
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The most common classification of shading devices is based on their placement with 

respect to the fenestration's glazing resulting in exterior, between glass panes, and 

interior systems. The heat trapping properties of glass, which result in the green house 

effect, favors use of external rather than internal shading systems as cooling reduction 

strategies. For an exterior device, the majority of the absorbed energy is convected and 

radiated outdoors, so the distinction between absorption and reflection is not critical, 

unless the reflected radiation is directed towards the interior through the glazing. The 

vertical fin strategy can effectively be used as an external shading strategy for the north 

curtain glass. 
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Enhanced wall insulation 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig80. Existing Wall section Fig81. Proposed wall section 

 

The existing wall insulation illustrates a very thin insulation and thermal bridges which 

conducts heat inside the building. An additional insulation layer of 2” of rigid insulation 

brought down the cooling load of the building from 290,986 kwh to 271,601 kwh. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

INTERIOR EXTERIOR 

DRYWALL 

PLYWOOD ON METAL 

STUD FRAMING 

R-12 BATT 

METAL SIDING 

INTERIOR 

2” ADDED RIGID INSULATION TOWARDS INSIDE 
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Cumulative Savings (values (and % savings) are relative to the Base Case, negative entries 
indicate increased use) 

  

 Space Cooling Total (Misc+ 

space cooling) 

Basecase 290,986 kwh 
 

486,920 kwh 
 

+ Added wall 

insulation 

271,601 kwh 
 

459,082 kwh 
 

+ Added wall 

insulation 

savings 

19.39 (7%) 
 

27.84 (6%) 
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False ceiling with insulation 

 

According to daylight simulation study, addition of a drop ceiling at 11’-0” height resulted 

in an overall increase in light levels. Especially significant is the drastic increase in the 

reflected component of light. Daylight factors ranged from 23-3.66%.28 It was pertinent to 

exercise this strategy in the energy modeling process to observe significant changes in 

the space cooling loads for the building. 

The false ceiling reduced the volume of space cooling and reduced the cooling load by 

20960 kwh from the basecase. 

 

 

 

Fig82. Existing and proposed false ceiling 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                      
28

 
28

Negandhi Vanita, Daylight Optimization Design for Educational Buildings in hot and arid 
climates. 2006 

EXISTING EXPOSED METAL 

DECK CEILING 

PROPOSED FALSE-

CEILING AT 11’ HT.  
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Cumulative Savings (values (and % savings) are relative to the Base Case, negative entries 
indicate increased use) 

  

 Space Cooling Total (Misc+ 

space cooling) 

Basecase 290,986 kwh 
 

486,920 kwh 
 

+ False ceiling 270,022 kwh 
 

457,017 kwh 
 

+ False ceiling 

savings 

20.96 (7%) 
 

29.90 (6%) 
 

 

 

Thermostat setback 

 

The thermostat setting of the studio space has been often observed to be set either too 

low or too high. A temperature setback can save a lot on the cooling energy 

consumption. This was proved by the energy model simulating a case of temperature 

setbacks for summer and winter.                                                     

 

 SUMMER WINTER 

 During official 

work hours 

78
0
 68

0
 

During non work 

hours 

82
0
 60

0
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 Space Cooling Total (Misc+ 

space cooling) 

Basecase 290,986 kwh 
 

486,920 kwh 
 

+ Thermostat 

setback 

264,445 kwh 
 

448,702 kwh 
 

+ Thermostat 

setback savings 

26.54 (9%) 

 

38.22 (8%) 
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Green roof R value Increase 

 

 

 

The green roof system proposed for the terrace of the building29 consists of a soil layer 

and the insulation layer. The soil layer is considered 2’ over a moisture barrier atop 

concrete pavers. This deck is raised from the original roof slab by 4” of air gap. The 

green roof condition and its effects were simulated in the energy modeling and the 

results show an overall decrease of 26285 kwh in space cooling from the basecase. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                      
29

 Thermal comfort analysis of green roofs- a research by Uttara Patil. 2007. The gren roof was 
found to be more efficient as an outdoor thermal comfort strategy since the basecase roof 
simulation values were for a high reflective roof design thus minimizing heat gain n the first run. 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig83. Rendering of proposed green roof section 

 Space Cooling Total (Misc+ 

space cooling) 

Basecase 290,986 kwh 
 

486,920 kwh 
 

+ Green Roof 264,701kwh 
 

449,042 kwh 
 

+ Green Roof 

savings 

26.28 (9%) 

 

37.88 (8%) 
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Daylight sensors 

 

 

 

Addition of daylight sensors in studio spaces decreased the cooling load due to electric 

lighting load decrease by 31889 kwh. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

MILL FINISH STEEL SCREEN 

(BIOLOGICAL WALL) 

BREAK OUT SPACE 

47’X19’ 

STEEL DECK 

STUDIO SPACE 

192’X41’ 

ALUMINUM & GLASS 

CURTAIN WALL SYSTEM 

TOILETS 

29’X25’ 

DUCT SHAFT 

OFFICE SPACE 

77’X26’ 

DAYLIGHT SENSORS 

 Space Cooling Total (Misc+ 

space cooling) 

Basecase 290,986 kwh 
 

486,920 kwh 
 

+ Daylight 

sensors 

259,097 kwh 

 

428,986 kwh 

 

+ Daylight 

sensors savings 

31.89 (11%) 

 

57.93 (12%) 

 

 

Fig84. Daylight sensor placement in Studio 
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CUMULATIVE SAVINGS 
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According to the LEED credit criteria under the Energy and Atmosphere credit, one can 

achieve upto 10 LEED points with an increase of 42% of minimum energy cost savings 

percentage in new building construction. A total of five energy simulation runs are 

required in order to demonstrate compliance using the Performance Rating Method.The 

maximum saving through the strategies explored above shows a cumulative figure of 

12% over the basecase. This allows the building to gain a point in this credit. For further 

study, it is pertinent to look at aspects of solar energy generation. The result of using a 

thin insulation construction and choosing a glass dominated building in the hot climate of 

Tucson was the key factor in increasing of the cooling loads for building operation. 

 

 Stein and Reynolds30 identified two opposing concepts in building 

envelopes, the open frame and the closed shell. The latter concept is mainly used in 

harsh environments where environmental conditions can be undesirable, especially if the 

climatic conditions are severe or where unwanted external influences affect the function. 

In such cases, the building envelope is often seen as the ‘shelter’. In open case 

                                                      
30

 Mechanical cooling and lighting design, stein and Reynolds. 2000 

Difference in energy 
consumption for space 
cooling from original base 
case to optimized 
basecase. 
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however, the building envelope acts more like a connector with the external 

environment. There is a greater interaction of the inside and outside in such 

construction. The balance here is however the fact that the climatic conditions can be 

extreme either ways. With the glass envelope the only connector based argument is the 

visual connectivity to the outside which is often not the best energy-architecture solution 

all by itself. The intelligent building system to employ larger glass areas in harsher 

climates which are cooling dominated, has to come in integration with extensive solar 

protection and high thermal mass balancing. The very functions of the envelope as an 

interface between the conditioned and non conditioned space projects challenges to 

work with glass as the primary envelope material. The properties of thinner envelopes 

range from the choice of higher insulation values to aspects of energy generation 

through the envelope system. Photovoltaic glass for example needs large energy 

investment in its production but will have minimum operational energy during its life and 

can itself produce clean energy. 

The basic idea is to use the product through an operational life cycle analysis for new 

construction. Glass as a material can perform extremely well against all climatic 

conditions provided it is designed in conjunction with appropriate counter materials along 

with daylighting and solar gain control. 
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CONCLUSIONS - IMPORTANCE OF GLASS AND ITS EFFECT ON THE 

NORTH & SOUTH FACADES OF BUILDINGS IN HOT & ARID CLIMATES 

 

If the radiant energy from the sun that is constantly falling on the earth's surface had to 

be bought at ½¢ per kilowatt hour the daily bill would be the staggering sum of $10,000 

billion. On a more comprehensible scale, the maximum intensity of solar radiation falling 

on a square foot of horizontal surface in the temperate latitudes is of the order of 100 

watts; for vertical surfaces it is about 75 watts.31 There is, therefore, a large amount of 

energy falling on the outer surfaces of every building at certain times of the year - energy 

that can cause serious performance problems if it has not been fully taken into account 

by the designer.  

Significant amounts of solar radiation are incident on all surfaces of buildings 

even the North Façade that is considered a zone for cool daylighting. For a desert, the 

heat gain quotient can be much stronger than other climate zones. Solar radiation 

transmitted through unprotected windows or transparent walls causes a great increase in 

the cooling requirements of an air-conditioned building. The initial cost of the air-

conditioning equipment necessitated by a window of ordinary plate glass can be greater 

than the cost of the window itself; and there is, in addition, an annual cost of operating 

the system to pump out the heat that the glass lets in. Both these costs should be 

included as part of the price that has to be paid when a building designer decides to use 

large areas of transparent materials in the envelope of a building. 

The intensity of the sun's rays that penetrate to the bottom of the atmosphere 

depends on the clarity of the atmosphere and on the length of their path through it which 

is the angular elevation of the sun above the horizon. The energy that is incident on a 

unit area of a particular surface depends upon the intensity of the sun's rays and the 

angle at which they strike the surface. The maximum intensity for a horizontal surface 

occurs at noon at the time of the summer solstice for all latitudes outside the tropics.32  

The radiation that falls on vertical surfaces is of utmost importance in building 

envelope design with the orientation of the building as an added variable. Ground 

reflectance, angles, material used and other external factors add to the radiation impact 

                                                      
31

 Solar Heat Gain through Glass walls; Stephenson DG 
32

 http://irc.nrc-cnrc.gc.ca/pubs/cbd/cbd039_e.html 
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on the vertical surface. Taking in consideration the sun path, a wall facing south would 

receive a daily maximum solar radiation. East and west facing walls, on the other hand, 

receive their maximum irradiation in the morning and afternoon, respectively, when the 

sun's rays are more nearly perpendicular to the wall surface. 

When solar radiation falls on glass and other partially transparent material some 

of the incident energy is reflected, some is absorbed by the material, and the rest is 

transmitted to the inside of the building. For ordinary windows the absorption is quite a 

small fraction and transmission much the largest part. It is not always appreciated, 

however, that the reflection from the surface of glass varies considerably with the angle 

of incidence, i.e. the angle between the light rays and a line perpendicular to the surface. 

It is thus clear why a building designer should take great care to minimize solar heat gain 

when one considers the cost of the air-conditioning plant needed to remove it. On the 

other hand all of the transmitted solar radiation does not immediately act to increase the 

cooling load; some is stored in the floor and internal walls, which absorb the radiation 

and are warmed by it. The maximum cooling load has been found to be about 60 per 

cent of the maximum instantaneous heat gain for a modern multi-storey commercial 

building with 80 per cent of the exterior wall made of glass.33 

The real cost of removing the heat that enters a building in the hot climatic zone, 

through the windows is so great that it is economic to spend considerable sums of 

money to reduce solar heat gain. The most obvious method is to use some form of 

shade to intercept the radiation before it even reaches the window. This can be done 

much more easily for south facing windows than for those facing east or west, since for 

the south facade the angle of incidence is large in summer and projections from the wall 

consequently cast long shadows.  The high temperature and clear skies of the hot and 

arid region, specifically needs to be combated against for reducing cooling loads in a 

glass dominated building (or otherwise): 

- Solar Radiation control 

- Heat avoidance 

- Reduction of internal gains 

- Combination of passive and active cooling 

                                                      
33

 An analog evaluation of methods for controlling solar heat gain through windows. Journal, 
American Society of Heating, Refrigerating and Air Conditioning, Engineers, Vol. 4, No. 2, 
February 1962, p. 41-46.; Stephenson, D. G. and G. P. Mitalas. 
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Solar control strategies for glass facades 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig40.  Building mass as strategy for 

self-shading. 

Source: Google scholar 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig41.  Egg crate/ vertical fin shading 

Source: Google scholar 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig42.  Egg crate/ vertical fin shading 

Source: Google scholar 
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Any building that has 50 per cent or more of its outside walls made of glass will have 

sufficient solar heat gain during some hours of the day in spring and fall to require 

cooling, even though the outside air temperature is well below the desired room 

temperature. During the night hours of these same days there will be a substantial 

heating load because of the high heat loss outward through the glass. The need for 

cooling during what is normally considered the heating season means that the air-

conditioning distribution system must allow for the simultaneous distribution of a heating 

and a cooling medium; and the building must be carefully zoned so that each area can 

have the heating or cooling that it requires. As this increase in the complexity of air-

conditioning system is mainly a consequence of the use of transparent walls its cost 

should be charged against the glass walls.  

Glass areas have higher values of over-all heat conductance (U value) than do 

insulated opaque walls; and large areas of glass in the outer envelope of a building 

cause higher rates of heat loss during the long winter nights. A larger capacity heating 

plant is needed, therefore, for a building with extensive areas of glass than for one with 

walls containing conventional insulation. The net loss of energy through a wall is the 

difference between the loss by conduction to the outside air and the gain by 

transmission of solar radiation.  

Solar radiation transmitted through unprotected windows or transparent walls 

causes a great increase in the cooling requirements of an air-conditioned building or 

high air temperatures in a building without cooling. Shading and other methods of 

reducing solar gain are beneficial for both mechanically cooled and passively cooled 

buildings or a combination of both. The initial cost of the air-conditioning equipment 

necessitated by a window of ordinary plate glass can be greater than the cost of the 

window itself; and there is, in addition, an annual cost of operating the system to pump 

out the heat that the glass lets in. Both these costs should be included as part of the 

price that has to be paid when a building designer decides to use large areas of 

transparent materials in the envelope of a building. 

The efficient building envelope is one which uses least capital energy during 

construction and during its occupation has minimum energy revenue requirements. 

Further, energy conservation can be achieved by designing the building to work well 

within the conditions set by the local climate.  
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FURTHER RESEARCH 

 

Commercial & residential buildings consume approximately 2/3 of the electricity and 1/3 

of all energy in the United States.34 Energy efficiency in buildings both in construction 

and operation, limits the harmful environmental side effects of energy generation, 

distribution and consumption. In an integrated design process, energy efficiency 

measures can be implemented in conjunction with indoor environmental quality 

measures to improve building comfort, while reducing facility operating costs. This 

project aimed to undertake only a small aspect of energy usage in institutional buildings. 

With a focus on hot and arid climates, it was the space cooling energy requirements that 

was studied in detail for a particular case study. The project brings forth interesting 

results in cooling load changes with respect to building envelope iterations. Though this 

study is complete in terms of one particular building analysis, it will be beneficial to study 

comparative analysis of different institutional buildings for this climate type. A figurative 

data study with energy modeling can show the difference in energy requirements for a 

glass dominated building verses a high thermal mass, minimum glazing building type for 

hot and arid climates. The scale of these buildings should be similar for the sake of 

accuracy. Another aspect of the research could be exploring the winter energy 

consumptions. The glazing system on the north façade not only contributes to heat gain 

but largely affect loss of conditioned air through conduction for most part of the day. The 

heating energy consumption can be quite high even for a hot and dry climate, during 

winters due to lack of proper insulation. In case of south-shading strategies, it will be an 

important piece of research to determine the feasibility of the green screen for winter 

months. 

A very important limitation to this research was the time frame that the building was 

studied for. The building being new needs about a year for stabilizing itself and 

balancing the mechanical system. The data studied therefore was for half year. It would 

be good to consider further research on this building after completion of a couple of 

years in operation.  

                                                      
34

 US Department of Energy; LEED 2.2 packet. 
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APPENDIX 



Building Schedule - East Expansion, College of Architecture & Landscape Architecture

University of Arizona

1040 North Olive Street

Tucson, AZ  85719

climate zone: “2B” for pima (ASHRAE Standard 90.1, 2004 page 110)

city: tucson (lat. 32.13, long. 110.93, elev. 2584)- (CDD50=6,921) (ASHRAE Standard 90.1, 2004 page 131)

FLOOR 1 FLOOR 2 FLOOR 3

volume:

HVAC conditioned space 24388 ft3 (1742ft2 x14') 162995 ft
3
(11642.5 ft2X 14') 230521.5 ft

3
(11642.5 ft2X 19.8')

Unconditioned space 74718 ft
3
(5337 ft2 x 14') _ _

Air cooled space 83440 ft
3
(149' x 40' x 14') _ _

areas:

roof 13824 ft
2

 13824ft
2

13824ft 
2

conditioned floor area 1742 ft
2

11642.5 ft
2

11642.5 ft
 2

carpeted area none 3298.5 ft
2

3298.5 ft 
2

tiled area none none none

walls: (includes windows)

south 10137.6 ft
2
(192'x52.8')

west 3432 ft
2
(65'x 52.8')

north 10137.6 ft
2
(192'x52.8')

east 3432 ft
2
(65'x 52.8')

total 27139.2ft
2

windows:

south 2220 ft
2

west 72 ft
2

north 8601.6 ft
2

east 0ft
2

total 10893.6 ft
2

skylight 0

doors (all glass) inc. in window

perimeter

internal doors

partition walls

ratios

total glass to floor area 80% 0

south glass to floor area 16% 0

insulation: (ASHRAE Standard 90.1, 2004 page 23, table 5.5-2 for climatic zones 2 (A,B))

roof: R-11, metal frame, 24" o.c., built up, no ext. board insulation, R-19 batt, no rad. Barrier

walls (exterior):R-13 metal frame, 2 x 6, 24" o.c., mtl. Panel, no ext. board insulation,  batt insulation

walls (interior):steel studs, 2 x 4, 16" o.c., gyp. board, sound insulation

slab: 4" earth contact slab on grade, no perimeter insulation (carpeted & no carpet)

doors: (interior) R-0.69 (U-value=1.45), (exterior) 

windows: single clear, alum. w/o break, U-value=1.22, S.C.=0.21, VT=0.85, 

frame width=1.3", SHGC=0.25 (north=0.61)

skylights: with curb, plastic, U-value =1.9, SHGC=0.39

infiltration: perimeter=0.038 CFM/ft
2 

(external wall area) core=0.001 CFM/ft
2
 (floor area)

reflectance: roof=0.7 (min. thermal emittance=0.75), walls=2.4 (ASHRAE 90.1, 2004 Section 5.5.3.1 page 19)

lighting power density (LPD):

For offices, conference auditorioum and lobby (ASHRAE st 90.1, 2004 table 9.6.1) or

1.0 w/ft
2
 using the building area method (no specific type)

528'

 



Project:  cala expansion1 Run Date/Time:  11/29/07 @ 13:09

eQUEST 3.60.5200 Annual Building Summary Page 1

0 Base Design 6,772 254.80 462,139 20,405 62,731 368,430 20,405 3,298 169 103

1 0+South full shading 6,704 252.23 456,669 20,281 62,731 362,961 20,281 3,267 169 102

2 1+North fins 6,612 248.77 450,497 19,994 62,731 356,789 19,994 3,217 168 102

3 2+Added wall insulation 6,527 245.57 445,690 19,634 62,731 351,982 19,634 3,165 166 101

4 3+False ceiling with insulation 6,481 243.85 443,498 19,403 62,731 349,790 19,403 3,134 165 100

5 4+thermostat setting 6,458 242.98 439,411 19,589 62,731 345,702 19,589 3,139 162 99

6 5+Vent & Economizer for studio 6,647 250.10 448,818 20,519 62,731 355,110 20,519 3,264 176 110

7 6+Green roof R value increase 6,631 249.48 448,052 20,433 62,731 354,343 20,433 3,253 176 110

  

 Ann. TDV Energy    Annual Site Energy      Lighting                    HVAC Energy                            Peak           

TDV- EUI TDV- Elect Nat Gas Electric Electric Nat Gas Total Elect Cooling
Mbtu kBtu/sf/yr kWh Therms kWh kWh Therms Mbtu kW Tons

Annual Energy USE or DEMAND

Incremental SAVINGS (values are relative to previous measure (% savings are relative to base case use), negative entries indicate increased use)

1 0+South full shading 68 2.57 (1%) 5,469 (1%) 124 (1%) 0 (0%) 5,469 (1%) 124 (1%) 31 (1%) 1 (0%) 1 (1%)

2 1+North fins 92 3.46 (1%) 6,172 (1%) 287 (1%) 0 (0%) 6,172 (2%) 287 (1%) 50 (2%) 1 (0%) 1 (1%)

3 2+Added wall insulation 85 3.21 (1%) 4,807 (1%) 360 (2%) 0 (0%) 4,807 (1%) 360 (2%) 52 (2%) 2 (1%) 1 (1%)

4 3+False ceiling with insulation 46 1.72 (1%) 2,192 (0%) 231 (1%) 0 (0%) 2,192 (1%) 231 (1%) 31 (1%) 0 (0%) 0 (0%)

5 4+thermostat setting 23 0.87 (0%) 4,087 (1%) -187 (-1%) 0 (0%) 4,087 (1%) -187 (-1%) -5 (-0%) 3 (2%) 2 (1%)

6 5+Vent & Economizer for studio -189 -7.12 (-3%) -9,407 (-2%) -930 (-5%) 0 (0%) -9,408 (-3%) -930 (-5%) -125 (-4%) -14 (-8%) -11 (-11%)

7 6+Green roof R value increase 16 0.62 (0%) 766 (0%) 86 (0%) 0 (0%) 767 (0%) 86 (0%) 11 (0%) 0 (0%) 0 (0%)

Cumulative SAVINGS (values (and % savings) are relative to the Base Case, negative entries indicate increased use)

1 0+South full shading 68 2.57 (1%) 5,469 (1%) 124 (1%) 0 (0%) 5,469 (1%) 124 (1%) 31 (1%) 1 (0%) 1 (1%)

2 1+North fins 160 6.03 (2%) 11,642 (3%) 411 (2%) 0 (0%) 11,641 (3%) 411 (2%) 81 (2%) 1 (1%) 1 (1%)

3 2+Added wall insulation 246 9.24 (4%) 16,449 (4%) 771 (4%) 0 (0%) 16,448 (4%) 771 (4%) 133 (4%) 3 (2%) 2 (2%)

4 3+False ceiling with insulation 291 10.95 (4%) 18,640 (4%) 1,003 (5%) 0 (0%) 18,640 (5%) 1,003 (5%) 164 (5%) 4 (2%) 3 (2%)

5 4+thermostat setting 314 11.82 (5%) 22,728 (5%) 816 (4%) 0 (0%) 22,728 (6%) 816 (4%) 159 (5%) 7 (4%) 4 (4%)

6 5+Vent & Economizer for studio 125 4.70 (2%) 13,320 (3%) -114 (-1%) 0 (0%) 13,320 (4%) -114 (-1%) 34 (1%) -7 (-4%) -7 (-7%)

7 6+Green roof R value increase 141 5.32 (2%) 14,087 (3%) -28 (-0%) 0 (0%) 14,087 (4%) -28 (-0%) 45 (1%) -7 (-4%) -7 (-7%)

Annual Energy

   and Demand



Project:  cala expansion1 Run Date/Time:  11/29/07 @ 13:09

eQUEST 3.60.5200 Annual Building Summary Page 2

0 Base Design $ 41,592 -- $ 41,592 $ 12,243 $ 53,835 $ 298,772

1 0+South full shading $ 41,100 -- $ 41,100 $ 12,169 $ 53,269 $ 295,630

2 1+North fins $ 40,545 -- $ 40,545 $ 11,996 $ 52,541 $ 291,590

3 2+Added wall insulation $ 40,112 -- $ 40,112 $ 11,780 $ 51,892 $ 287,989

4 3+False ceiling with insulation $ 39,915 -- $ 39,915 $ 11,642 $ 51,557 $ 286,130

5 4+thermostat setting $ 39,547 -- $ 39,547 $ 11,754 $ 51,301 $ 284,707

6 5+Vent & Economizer for studio $ 40,394 -- $ 40,394 $ 12,311 $ 52,705 $ 292,497

7 6+Green roof R value increase $ 40,325 -- $ 40,325 $ 12,260 $ 52,585 $ 291,831

    

                                 Annual Utility Cost                                                                Annual Utility Cost                                                                Annual Utility Cost                                                                Annual Utility Cost                                          Incentives                      Incentives                      Incentives                      Incentives              LCC      LCC      LCC      LCC   

Electric Electric Electric Nat Gas Total Owner Design Team Total
kWh($) kW($) Total($) Total($) ($) ($) ($) (PV$)

Annual COST

Incremental SAVINGS (values are relative to previous measure (% savings are relative to base case cost), negative entries indicate increased cost)

1 0+South full shading $ 492 -- $ 492 $ 74 $ 566 $ 3,142

2 1+North fins $ 555 -- $ 555 $ 173 $ 728 $ 4,040

3 2+Added wall insulation $ 433 -- $ 433 $ 216 $ 649 $ 3,601

4 3+False ceiling with insulation $ 197 -- $ 197 $ 138 $ 335 $ 1,858

5 4+thermostat setting $ 368 -- $ 368 $ -112 $ 256 $ 1,423

6 5+Vent & Economizer for studio $ -847 -- $ -847 $ -557 $ -1,404 $ -7,789

7 6+Green roof R value increase $ 69 -- $ 69 $ 51 $ 120 $ 666

Cumulative SAVINGS (values (and % savings) are relative to the Base Case, negative entries indicate increased cost)

1 0+South full shading $ 492 -- $ 492 $ 74 $ 566 $ 3,142

2 1+North fins $ 1,047 -- $ 1,047 $ 247 $ 1,294 $ 7,182

3 2+Added wall insulation $ 1,480 -- $ 1,480 $ 463 $ 1,943 $ 10,783

4 3+False ceiling with insulation $ 1,677 -- $ 1,677 $ 601 $ 2,278 $ 12,641

5 4+thermostat setting $ 2,045 -- $ 2,045 $ 489 $ 2,534 $ 14,064

6 5+Vent & Economizer for studio $ 1,198 -- $ 1,198 $ -68 $ 1,130 $ 6,275

7 6+Green roof R value increase $ 1,267 -- $ 1,267 $ -17 $ 1,250 $ 6,941

Annual Costs
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TAB C-2

CAMPUS PLANNING AND URBAN DESIGN GUIDELINES

PROJECT-SPECIFIC

The Department of Campus and Facilities Planning (CFP) will provide urban planning input on facility design
projects in the followings ways:

• Capital Projects

• In coordination with Facilities Design and Construction (FDC), CFP will develop Design Guidelines for the 
project (e.g., massing, circulation, setbacks, etc.) and will review the project for consistency with the
Comprehensive Campus plan, and/or any other  applicable subarea or functional plans.

• Non-capital Projects

• CFP will offer design input and interpretation of campus plans to 
A/E Consultants and FDC,  but will not prepare Design Guidelines specifically for the
project.

GENERAL

• The following guidelines have been derived from the University's adopted Comprehensive Campus Plan (CCP),
and briefly summarize guidelines for the development of the campus, particularly where visual quality and urban 
design issues area concerned. Additional background on these guidelines can be found in the CCP Review 
Draft and Technical Background document, which is available at CFP. The Comprehensive Plan summary 
document may be viewed on the internet at:  http://w3.arizona.edu/~cfp/ccp/ccp.htm

• The goal for campus aesthetics is to:

ESTABLISH A SENSE OF AESTHETIC CONTINUITY CAMPUS-WIDE, BY DEVELOPING AND UTILIZING 
DESIGN VOCABULARIES AND GUIDELINES IN THE PRESERVATION AND REUSE OF EXISTING 
STRUCTURES AND OPEN SPACE AREAS, AS WELL AS IN THE DESIGN OF NEW FACILITIES AND OPEN 
SPACES.

• It should be noted that visual quality concerns cannot be entirely separated from Development and Infrastructure 
Guidelines, and that, in fact, both aesthetic and functional considerations are operative in any planning and 
design activity for the campus.  These guidelines primarily focus, however, on the visual quality of the outdoor 
environment, including buildings and other structures, open spaces, and circulation routes.

BUILDINGS AND FACILITIES

• The guidelines outlined below should be employed in designing new buildings and facilities, and in reuse of
and/or additions to existing buildings and facilities.

• Orientation/Placement of Building On-site

• The following considerations should be addressed in building siting and design: views, circulation, open 
space, on-site parking, future expansion, microclimate, and existing site features.
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• Indoor-Outdoor Relationships

• A more active relationship between interior and exterior space than has occurred in most existing 
facilities is a goal in the siting and design of new buildings and additions.  This relationship is sought not 
only on the ground plane, but at other building levels as well.

• Scale and Massing

• New facilities are generally becoming increasingly large and bulky.  At the same time, these buildings 
must be compatible with existing buildings often at a smaller scale, and must be humanly scaled at the 
pedestrian level(s).

• Architectural Style

• Within the Historic District, all new construction should be as compatible as possible with existing 
historic structures.  This includes overall massing, fenestration, brickwork, and architectural detailing.
The State of Arizona Historic Preservation Office will consult in any reuse of and additions to structures 
listed on the National Register.

• In predominantly built-up areas already existing on campus, new construction should be architecturally 
compatible with the existing structures.  While contemporary architectural styling is anticipated, 
appropriate massing, building materials, and detailing should contribute to a sense of visual unity.
Example:  Pharmacy Building

• In new areas of campus development, (such as between Speedway and Mabel, and Sixth and Eighth 
Streets), a high standard of contemporary architectural excellence is required.  The prevailing desert 
climate should have a major impact on architectural style.

• Building Materials

• The selection of exterior building materials for permanent facilities should be based on long-term
institutional durability and ease of maintenance; texture and textural variety; color palette; energy 
conservation considerations; cost and availability; and type and use of structure.

• Artwork and Graphics

• Works of art should be integrated into the design of each building, especially in building entrance areas 
(indoor and outdoor) and other high-use common areas.  This may include sculpture, murals, 
architectural relief, and/or pavement patterning.

• Strategic Buildings

• Gateway buildings anchor strategic street intersections which mark entrances to the campus from public 
arterial streets.  A gateway building functions as a highly visible facility, which structures the aesthetic 
experience of motorists in the vicinity of the gateway.  In addition, the building is key to creating an 
identifiable campus area for the portion of campus with which it is associated.  Particular care should be 
given to the siting of a gateway building in relation to its intersection, as well as to building design, 
landscaping, and lighting.

• Landmark buildings anchor activity nodes or major open space areas.  A landmark building is designed 
to be easily identifiable or visually significant, especially to pedestrians, because of its clear or unique 
form or massing; high figure - background contrast due to siting, scale, color, or architectural style; 
and/or its prominent spatial location.  Special attention should be given to building design and massing, 
landscaping, and lighting.  New landmark buildings should be designed to actively structure and 
enhance the usable open space they anchor. Example: Old Main at Main Mall.
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DIVISION 07 - THERMAL AND MOISTURE PROTECTION 
 
Section 07200 - Insulation 
 
Introduction 
 
This is a section where the consultant should use a "performance specification".  Do not specify proprietary 
manufacturer's names or materials, and do not restrict vendors to a limited list. 
 
This section includes insulation used for thermal purposes, and which is installed as an independent material.  
Insulation which is an integral of a specific system (e.g. membrane roofing or exterior insulation and finish 
systems), is described in the appropriate Sections. 
 
Such insulation may be included in the total assembly R-value.  However, such insulation must not be the sole 
source of thermal resistivity for the building. 
 
Design building surfaces which experience a significant temperature differential across their thickness to meet the 
following thermal resistance ("aged R-value") criteria: 

R-19 at walls 
R-30 at roofs and exposed floors 

 
Do not specify any form of insulation to be laid directly on accessible ceilings.  Instead, detail horizontal insulation 
at the top of the cavity, and extend vertical insulation up to that level. 
 
Part 1 - General 
 
• There are no unique University requirements in this Section. 
 
Part 2 - Products 
 
• Expressly prohibit the use of asbestos-containing materials. 
 
• Specify only molded or extruded polystyrene board, or fiberglass batt, insulation. 
 
• Require fiberglass insulation to have an integral kraft paper or foil vapor barrier. 
 
• Use blown-in insulations only in remodeling projects where the wall or ceiling/roof assembly is inaccessible for 

installation of board or blanket materials, and only with specific permission of the Project Coordinator. 
 
Part 3 - Execution 
 
• Specify mechanical attachment for all insulation.  Do not specify insulation to be adhesive applied or installed 

loose. 
 
End of Section 07200 
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DIVISION 15 - MECHANICAL 

Section 15780 - Air Conditioning Equipment 

Introduction

Equipment associated with air conditioning systems including: 

PACKAGED ROOFTOP AIR CONDITIONERS; SPLIT SYSTEM AIR CONDITIONERS; SINGLE PACKAGE 
HEAT PUMP; GAS/ELECTRIC AIR CONDITIONERS. 

Part 1 - General

All refrigeration equipment shall be minimum of SEER = 12. 

Gas fired units shall be a minimum of 80% AFUE. 

Packaged units shall be 100% factory run tested and fully charged. 

Cooling capacity ratings shall be based upon ARI and DOE test requirements. 

Size condensers for 115°F ambient temperature. 

Size evaporators for 80°F db/67°F wb indoor conditions unless Project requirements are different. 

Part 2 - Products

 Heat Pumps

Provide minimum of 5kW strip heat for defrost mode where applicable. 

Roof Top Units 

Provide filters in return ductwork or return grilles. 
Maximum filter face velocity shall not exceed 400 fpm. 

Fans and Motors 

Where available, specify belt driven fans with adjustable motor sheaves. 
Use permanent split capacitor high efficiency motors.  See Section 15050. 

Gas Fired Heating Sections 

Minimum of 20 year warranty. 
Gas fired units to be minimum of 80% AFUE. 

 Compressors 

Use R-22 refrigerant. 
Use premium efficiency compressor.
Use semi hermetic compressors on units of 5 tons or greater. 

2 Pages 15780-1 05/97
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Project:  cala expansion1 Run Date/Time:  11/29/07 @ 13:09

eQUEST 3.60.5200 Annual Enduse Summary Page 1

0 Base Design 62,731 0 30,978 0 274,653 0 57,803 35,974 0 0 462,139

1 0+South full shading 62,731 0 30,978 0 270,692 0 56,633 35,635 0 0 456,669

2 1+North fins 62,731 0 30,978 0 266,183 0 55,508 35,098 0 0 450,497

3 2+Added wall insulation 62,731 0 30,978 0 262,731 0 54,564 34,686 0 0 445,690

4 3+False ceiling with insulation 62,731 0 30,978 0 261,079 0 54,285 34,425 0 0 443,498

5 4+thermostat setting 62,731 0 30,978 0 258,444 0 54,285 32,973 0 0 439,411

6 5+Vent & Economizer for studio62,731 0 30,978 0 265,920 0 54,276 34,914 0 0 448,818

7 6+Green roof R value increase 62,731 0 30,978 0 265,345 0 54,167 34,831 0 0 448,052

Ambient Task Misc Space Space Heat Pumps Vent Dom Exterior

Lights Lights Equip Heating Cooling Reject & Aux Fans Ht Wtr Usage Total

Annual Energy USE (kWh)

Incremental SAVINGS (MWh) (values are relative to previous measure (% savings are relative to base case use), negative entries indicate increased use)

1 0+South full shading 0.00 (0%) -- 0.00 (0%) -- 3.96 (1%) -- 1.17 (2%) 0.34 (1%) -- -- 5.47 (1%)

2 1+North fins 0.00 (0%) -- 0.00 (0%) -- 4.51 (2%) -- 1.13 (2%) 0.54 (1%) -- -- 6.17 (1%)

3 2+Added wall insulation 0.00 (0%) -- 0.00 (0%) -- 3.45 (1%) -- 0.94 (2%) 0.41 (1%) -- -- 4.81 (1%)

4 3+False ceiling with insulation 0.00 (0%) -- 0.00 (0%) -- 1.65 (1%) -- 0.28 (0%) 0.26 (1%) -- -- 2.19 (0%)

5 4+thermostat setting 0.00 (0%) -- 0.00 (0%) -- 2.64 (1%) -- 0.00 (0%) 1.45 (4%) -- -- 4.09 (1%)

6 5+Vent & Economizer for studio0.00 (0%) -- 0.00 (0%) -- -7.48 (-3%) -- 0.01 (0%) -1.94 (-5%) -- -- -9.41 (-2%)

7 6+Green roof R value increase0.00 (0%) -- 0.00 (0%) -- 0.58 (0%) -- 0.11 (0%) 0.08 (0%) -- -- 0.77 (0%)

Cumulative SAVINGS (MWh) (values (and % savings) are relative to the Base Case, negative entries indicate increased use)

1 0+South full shading 0.00 (0%) -- 0.00 (0%) -- 3.96 (1%) -- 1.17 (2%) 0.34 (1%) -- -- 5.47 (1%)

2 1+North fins 0.00 (0%) -- 0.00 (0%) -- 8.47 (3%) -- 2.30 (4%) 0.88 (2%) -- -- 11.64 (3%)

3 2+Added wall insulation 0.00 (0%) -- 0.00 (0%) -- 11.92 (4%) -- 3.24 (6%) 1.29 (4%) -- -- 16.45 (4%)

4 3+False ceiling with insulation 0.00 (0%) -- 0.00 (0%) -- 13.57 (5%) -- 3.52 (6%) 1.55 (4%) -- -- 18.64 (4%)

5 4+thermostat setting 0.00 (0%) -- 0.00 (0%) -- 16.21 (6%) -- 3.52 (6%) 3.00 (8%) -- -- 22.73 (5%)

6 5+Vent & Economizer for studio0.00 (0%) -- 0.00 (0%) -- 8.73 (3%) -- 3.53 (6%) 1.06 (3%) -- -- 13.32 (3%)

7 6+Green roof R value increase0.00 (0%) -- 0.00 (0%) -- 9.31 (3%) -- 3.64 (6%) 1.14 (3%) -- -- 14.09 (3%)

Annual Electric Energy by Enduse



Project:  cala expansion1 Run Date/Time:  11/29/07 @ 13:09

eQUEST 3.60.5200 Annual Enduse Summary Page 2

0 Base Design 5.0 0.0 4.3 0.0 141.4 0.0 6.7 11.9 0.0 0.0 169.3

1 0+South full shading 5.0 0.0 4.3 0.0 140.8 0.0 6.5 12.0 0.0 0.0 168.6

2 1+North fins 5.0 0.0 4.3 0.0 140.1 0.0 6.4 12.1 0.0 0.0 167.9

3 2+Added wall insulation 5.0 0.0 4.3 0.0 138.5 0.0 6.3 11.9 0.0 0.0 165.9

4 3+False ceiling with insulation 5.0 0.0 4.3 0.0 138.2 0.0 6.3 11.8 0.0 0.0 165.5

5 4+thermostat setting 5.0 0.0 4.3 0.0 136.6 0.0 6.3 10.0 0.0 0.0 162.1

6 5+Vent & Economizer for studio 5.0 0.0 4.3 0.0 150.7 0.0 6.3 10.1 0.0 0.0 176.3

7 6+Green roof R value increase 5.0 0.0 4.3 0.0 150.6 0.0 6.3 10.1 0.0 0.0 176.2

Ambient Task Misc Space Space Heat Pumps Vent Dom Exterior

Lights Lights Equip Heating Cooling Reject & Aux Fans Ht Wtr Usage Total

Annual Energy Coincident Demand (kW)

Incremental SAVINGS (kW) (values are relative to previous measure (% savings are relative to base case demand), negative entries indicate increased demand)

1 0+South full shading 0.00 (0%) -- 0.00 (0%) -- 0.61 (0%) -- 0.14 (2%) -0.10 (-1%) -- -- 0.65 (0%)

2 1+North fins 0.00 (0%) -- 0.00 (0%) -- 0.66 (0%) -- 0.13 (2%) -0.08 (-1%) -- -- 0.71 (0%)

3 2+Added wall insulation 0.00 (0%) -- 0.00 (0%) -- 1.62 (1%) -- 0.11 (2%) 0.27 (2%) -- -- 2.00 (1%)

4 3+False ceiling with insulation 0.00 (0%) -- 0.00 (0%) -- 0.36 (0%) -- 0.03 (0%) 0.09 (1%) -- -- 0.48 (0%)

5 4+thermostat setting 0.00 (0%) -- 0.00 (0%) -- 1.53 (1%) -- 0.00 (0%) 1.82 (15%) -- -- 3.35 (2%)

6 5+Vent & Economizer for studio0.00 (0%) -- 0.00 (0%) -- -14.03 (-10%) -- 0.00 (0%) -0.16 (-1%) -- -- -14.19 (-8%)

7 6+Green roof R value increase0.00 (0%) -- 0.00 (0%) -- 0.09 (0%) -- 0.01 (0%) 0.01 (0%) -- -- 0.12 (0%)

Cumulative SAVINGS (kW) (values (and % savings) are relative to the Base Case, negative entries indicate increased demand)

1 0+South full shading 0.00 (0%) -- 0.00 (0%) -- 0.61 (0%) -- 0.14 (2%) -0.10 (-1%) -- -- 0.65 (0%)

2 1+North fins 0.00 (0%) -- 0.00 (0%) -- 1.27 (1%) -- 0.27 (4%) -0.18 (-1%) -- -- 1.36 (1%)

3 2+Added wall insulation 0.00 (0%) -- 0.00 (0%) -- 2.90 (2%) -- 0.37 (6%) 0.09 (1%) -- -- 3.36 (2%)

4 3+False ceiling with insulation 0.00 (0%) -- 0.00 (0%) -- 3.26 (2%) -- 0.41 (6%) 0.18 (1%) -- -- 3.84 (2%)

5 4+thermostat setting 0.00 (0%) -- 0.00 (0%) -- 4.79 (3%) -- 0.41 (6%) 2.00 (17%) -- -- 7.19 (4%)

6 5+Vent & Economizer for studio0.00 (0%) -- 0.00 (0%) -- -9.24 (-7%) -- 0.41 (6%) 1.83 (15%) -- -- -7.00 (-4%)

7 6+Green roof R value increase0.00 (0%) -- 0.00 (0%) -- -9.14 (-6%) -- 0.42 (6%) 1.84 (15%) -- -- -6.88 (-4%)

Annual Electric Coincident Peak Demand by Enduse
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eQUEST 3.60.5200 Annual Enduse Summary Page 3

0 Base Design 13.8 0.0 6.0 0.0 141.4 0.0 6.7 15.6 0.0 0.0 169.3

1 0+South full shading 13.8 0.0 6.0 0.0 140.8 0.0 6.5 16.1 0.0 0.0 168.6

2 1+North fins 13.8 0.0 6.0 0.0 140.1 0.0 6.4 16.6 0.0 0.0 167.9

3 2+Added wall insulation 13.8 0.0 6.0 0.0 138.5 0.0 6.3 16.5 0.0 0.0 165.9

4 3+False ceiling with insulation 13.8 0.0 6.0 0.0 138.2 0.0 6.3 16.3 0.0 0.0 165.5

5 4+thermostat setting 13.8 0.0 6.0 0.0 136.6 0.0 6.3 21.7 0.0 0.0 162.1

6 5+Vent & Economizer for studio 13.8 0.0 6.0 0.0 150.7 0.0 6.3 17.2 0.0 0.0 176.3

7 6+Green roof R value increase 13.8 0.0 6.0 0.0 150.6 0.0 6.3 17.2 0.0 0.0 176.2

Ambient Task Misc Space Space Heat Pumps Vent Dom Exterior

Lights Lights Equip Heating Cooling Reject & Aux Fans Ht Wtr Usage Total

Annual Energy Non-Coincident Demand (kW)

Incremental SAVINGS (kW) (values are relative to previous measure (% savings are relative to base case demand), negative entries indicate increased demand)

1 0+South full shading 0.00 (0%) -- 0.00 (0%) -- 0.61 (0%) -- 0.14 (2%) -0.51 (-3%) -- -- 0.65 (0%)

2 1+North fins 0.00 (0%) -- 0.00 (0%) -- 0.66 (0%) -- 0.13 (2%) -0.49 (-3%) -- -- 0.71 (0%)

3 2+Added wall insulation 0.00 (0%) -- 0.00 (0%) -- 1.62 (1%) -- 0.11 (2%) 0.09 (1%) -- -- 2.00 (1%)

4 3+False ceiling with insulation 0.00 (0%) -- 0.00 (0%) -- 0.36 (0%) -- 0.03 (0%) 0.19 (1%) -- -- 0.48 (0%)

5 4+thermostat setting 0.00 (0%) -- 0.00 (0%) -- 1.53 (1%) -- 0.00 (0%) -5.39 (-35%) -- -- 3.35 (2%)

6 5+Vent & Economizer for studio0.00 (0%) -- 0.00 (0%) -- -14.03 (-10%) -- 0.00 (0%) 4.50 (29%) -- -- -14.19 (-8%)

7 6+Green roof R value increase0.00 (0%) -- 0.00 (0%) -- 0.09 (0%) -- 0.01 (0%) 0.04 (0%) -- -- 0.12 (0%)

Cumulative SAVINGS (kW) (values (and % savings) are relative to the Base Case, negative entries indicate increased demand)

1 0+South full shading 0.00 (0%) -- 0.00 (0%) -- 0.61 (0%) -- 0.14 (2%) -0.51 (-3%) -- -- 0.65 (0%)

2 1+North fins 0.00 (0%) -- 0.00 (0%) -- 1.27 (1%) -- 0.27 (4%) -1.01 (-6%) -- -- 1.36 (1%)

3 2+Added wall insulation 0.00 (0%) -- 0.00 (0%) -- 2.90 (2%) -- 0.37 (6%) -0.92 (-6%) -- -- 3.36 (2%)

4 3+False ceiling with insulation 0.00 (0%) -- 0.00 (0%) -- 3.26 (2%) -- 0.41 (6%) -0.72 (-5%) -- -- 3.84 (2%)

5 4+thermostat setting 0.00 (0%) -- 0.00 (0%) -- 4.79 (3%) -- 0.41 (6%) -6.12 (-39%) -- -- 7.19 (4%)

6 5+Vent & Economizer for studio0.00 (0%) -- 0.00 (0%) -- -9.24 (-7%) -- 0.41 (6%) -1.61 (-10%) -- -- -7.00 (-4%)

7 6+Green roof R value increase0.00 (0%) -- 0.00 (0%) -- -9.14 (-6%) -- 0.42 (6%) -1.57 (-10%) -- -- -6.88 (-4%)

Annual Electric Non-Coincident Peak Demand by Enduse



Project:  cala expansion1 Run Date/Time:  11/29/07 @ 13:09

eQUEST 3.60.5200 Annual Enduse Summary Page 4

0 Base Design 0.0 2,040.5 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 2,040.5

1 0+South full shading 0.0 2,028.1 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 2,028.1

2 1+North fins 0.0 1,999.4 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 1,999.4

3 2+Added wall insulation 0.0 1,963.4 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 1,963.4

4 3+False ceiling with insulation 0.0 1,940.3 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 1,940.3

5 4+thermostat setting 0.0 1,958.9 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 1,958.9

6 5+Vent & Economizer for studio 0.0 2,051.9 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 2,051.9

7 6+Green roof R value increase 0.0 2,043.3 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 2,043.3

Misc Space Space Heat Pumps Vent Ht Pump Dom Exterior

Equip Heating Cooling Reject & Aux Fans Supp Ht Wtr Usage Total

Annual Energy USE (MBtu)

Incremental SAVINGS (MBtu) (values are relative to previous measure (% savings are relative to base case use), negative entries indicate increased use)

1 0+South full shading -- 12.40 (1%) -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 12.40 (1%)

2 1+North fins -- 28.74 (1%) -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 28.74 (1%)

3 2+Added wall insulation -- 35.97 (2%) -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 35.97 (2%)

4 3+False ceiling with insulation -- 23.15 (1%) -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 23.15 (1%)

5 4+thermostat setting -- -18.68 (-1%) -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -18.68 (-1%)

6 5+Vent & Economizer for studio -- -92.97 (-5%) -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -92.97 (-5%)

7 6+Green roof R value increase -- 8.63 (0%) -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 8.63 (0%)

Cumulative SAVINGS (MBtu) (values (and % savings) are relative to the Base Case, negative entries indicate increased use)

1 0+South full shading -- 12.40 (1%) -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 12.40 (1%)

2 1+North fins -- 41.13 (2%) -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 41.13 (2%)

3 2+Added wall insulation -- 77.10 (4%) -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 77.10 (4%)

4 3+False ceiling with insulation -- 100.25 (5%) -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 100.25 (5%)

5 4+thermostat setting -- 81.57 (4%) -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 81.57 (4%)

6 5+Vent & Economizer for studio -- -11.40 (-1%) -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -11.40 (-1%)

7 6+Green roof R value increase -- -2.77 (-0%) -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -2.77 (-0%)

Annual Fuel Energy by Enduse
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1.  cala expansion - Baseline Design  (11/29/07 @ 13:08)
2.  cala expansion - South full shading  (11/29/07 @ 13:08)
3.  cala expansion - North fins  (11/29/07 @ 13:08)
4.  cala expansion - Added wall insulation  (11/29/07 @ 13:08)
5.  cala expansion - False ceiling with insulation  (11/29/07 @ 13:08)

Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun Jul Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec Total

 Run 1. 26.90 27.42 29.14 34.91 46.18 49.16 56.01 55.66 43.45 38.02 30.62 24.67 462.14

 Run 2. 26.65 27.06 28.72 34.45 45.67 48.60 55.43 55.11 42.96 37.48 30.18 24.37 456.67

 Run 3. 26.19 26.59 28.22 33.96 45.16 48.04 54.85 54.54 42.44 36.91 29.66 23.94 450.50

 Run 4. 25.85 26.27 27.88 33.60 44.73 47.58 54.34 54.01 42.02 36.51 29.29 23.60 445.69

 Run 5. 25.69 26.12 27.71 33.43 44.54 47.37 54.11 53.79 41.84 36.34 29.13 23.43 443.50

Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun Jul Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec Total

 Run 1. 303.3 220.6 233.1 150.0 103.6 74.5 67.1 87.9 106.9 162.7 229.5 301.3 2,040.5

 Run 2. 304.2 219.9 231.9 148.2 102.4 73.5 66.1 86.4 105.3 160.9 228.4 301.1 2,028.1

 Run 3. 302.2 217.4 229.0 145.4 100.1 71.7 64.5 83.7 102.6 158.0 225.8 299.1 1,999.4

 Run 4. 296.8 213.4 225.1 142.5 97.9 70.1 63.5 82.5 101.0 155.3 221.6 293.8 1,963.4

 Run 5. 293.2 210.7 222.3 140.6 96.7 69.7 63.2 82.2 99.8 153.1 218.7 290.2 1,940.3
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Insulating Glass Applications

ur IG units are hermetically sealed 

combinations of two or more lites 

of glass separated by a dry airspace. 

IG units improve the thermal performance

of windows, thus significantly reducing

heating and air-conditioning costs. IG

units also reduce interior condensation in

cold climates, and increase comfort near

windows, thus maximizing the usable

interior space. 

Insulating glass (IG) units are used in
a wide range of applications including:

•  Commercial/Residential Fixed and 
Operable windows

•  Curtain Walls

•  Storefronts

•  Sloped/Overhead Glazing

•  Nonvision (Spandrel) Locations 

Insulating G
lass (IG

U
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Calgary Zoo 
Destination Africa
Calgary, Alberta
Architect: BKDI Architects
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IG units are hermetically sealed combinations 
of two or more lites of glass separated by a 
dehydrated airspace. Desiccated spacers are dual
sealed with polyisobutylene primary sealant and
an organic or silicone secondary sealant, 
depending on the project specifications and the
application. (See the diagrams below.) Argon 
gas-filled IG units are available to further improve
the insulating properties (reduce the U-Value) of
a standard air-filled IG unit. 

The glass lites of an IG unit can be annealed,
heat-strengthened, tempered or laminated, as
needed, to meet building code requirements, 
safety glazing standards and design requirements.
The lites of an IG unit can be of equal or 
unequal thickness.

Insulating Glass
Introduction

Description

Insulating Glass Unit Glass Types Available

Insulating glass use in residential and commercial
construction has risen steadily over the years to
where the majority of all new and renovation 
construction today includes IG units. IG units
not only save on monthly heating and cooling
costs, but they also reduce the initial size and cost
of the heating and cooling equipment required on
a project. 

By combining Low-E coatings, tinted glasses,
reflective coatings, silk-screened patterns, 
laminated glass products and more, a wide variety
of insulating glass configurations are available to
satisfy a wide range of performance and aesthetic

requirements. IG units can be fabricated to meet
state energy codes, sound control requirements,
seismic requirements, impact resistance, bullet
resistance, and hurricane and blast resistance
requirements. IG units can be designed to reduce
heat loss and solar heat gain entering the 
building, with a minimal reduction of visible 
light transmittance.

IG units will have a warmer room-side glass 
surface temperature than single glazing, thus
reducing condensation and moisture- 
related problems.

Surface #1
Surface #2

Exterior of
Building

Clear Clear & Low-E

Tints Clear & Low-E

Low-E Clear

Spectrally Selective Tints Clear & Low-E

Patterned Clear & Low-E

Reflectives #1 or #2 Clear & Low-E

Others include: Laminated Glass, Spandrel Glass, Wired Glass, Silk-screened
Glass and Other Decorative Glass.

Outboard Lite Inboard Lite

Surface #4

Surface #3

Spacer
Primary Seal
Drying Agent
Secondary Seal

(continued on back)
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Glass Options
Insulating glass units are fabricated according 
to project specifications. IG units can be 
constructed using a large variety of glass products–
including clear, low iron, Low-E’s, standard or
high performance (spectrally selective) tints; and
reflective, silk-screened, spandrel, laminated, 
decorative, and wired glass–to achieve desired 
aesthetics, meet design criteria and/or to improve
solar control and thermal performance. 

For a list of available glass products/colors, go to the
White Glass Options Tab. 

For more information on silk-screened, spandrel and
laminated glass products, go to their respective Green
Product Information Tabs. 

For optical and thermal performance data on IG
units, go to the Black Performance Data Tab. 

Heat Mirror™ Insulating Glass
Heat Mirror™ insulating glass has a specially 
coated Low-E film, suspended midway between
the lites of glass in the IG unit, to create two 
dead airspaces, resulting in improved thermal 

performance and solar control. In addition, 
tinted or reflective glasses can be used in the
makeup to further enhance aesthetics and 
solar control. 

Insulating Glass
Description (continued)

The standard 1" commercial IG unit is made 
up of two lites of 1/4" glass and a nominal 1/2" 
airspace. Custom IG unit designs can be 
fabricated with glass thicknesses ranging from
1/8" to 3/4" and with airspace thicknesses 
ranging from 3/16" to 7/8". 

Maximum sizes for IG units are determined by a
number of considerations. Size, thickness, weight,
aspect ratio, application and load requirements are
the factors utilized to make this determination. 

Capabilities

Conventional
Insulating Glass Has
Only One Air Space.

Insulating
Glass Unit

Heat Mirror™

Glass Unit Heat Mirror™
Insulating Glass Has
Two Air Spaces.

Heat Mirror™ Offers More Than Twice the Insulation Value of Conventional Glass:

(continued on next page)
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Insulating glass units are used in essentially all
exterior building applications, including vertical
glazing, sloped glazing, overhead glazing and 
skylights, in both vision and spandrel (nonvision)
areas. Depending on the glass type used, IG units
can be designed for light and solar control; 
sound control; ultraviolet screening (to reduce
fading); hurricane, earthquake and blast 
resistance; security; bullet resistance; and 
decorative applications. 

IG units are also used for interior applications
such as sound control and to reduce energy usage
for climate-controlled (hot or cold) rooms.

See the White Glass Selector Tab for some 
typical applications.

Residential Applications
Insulating glass has become the standard for both
new and replacement residential windows. Most
residential IG units are made with one outboard
lite of clear glass and an inboard lite of clear 
glass, often with a Low-E coating to further
reduce heat loss. 

When the short-wave infrared (IR) energy of the
sun strikes an object in the house, some of the
energy is absorbed and reradiated as long-wave 
IR (heat) energy. The Low-E coating acts to
reflect this heat energy back into the residence. 
In cold climates, the Low-E coating is normally

placed on the #3 surface of the unit. This is done
to maximize passive solar heat gain from the sun,
while still improving (reducing) the winter 
nighttime heat loss (winter U-Value). In warm
climates, the Low-E coating is positioned on the
#2 surface of an IG unit to minimize solar heat
gain. The U-Value remains unchanged for the 
second or third surface application.

Commercial Applications
Most commercial buildings spend the majority of
their energy dollars on cooling loads, even in cold
climates, due to the internal heat generated by
lights, people, copiers, computers and other office
equipment. Also, there has been an increase in the
number and size of windows to maximize the use
of natural daylight to reduce energy usage and
lighting costs, as well as the positive effect on
employee productivity. Therefore, the major
emphasis in commercial buildings is to reduce heat
gain (minimize the shading coefficient/the solar
heat gain coefficient). Of lesser importance, but
still quite significant in cold climates, is the need to
minimize nighttime heat loss (winter U-Value).

There are now a large number of high 
performance/spectrally selective tints, with and
without high and low reflective coatings, that do
an excellent job of reducing heat gain. And there
are a number of Low-E glasses that not only
improve (reduce) the winter U-Value, but also
reduce heat gain.

Insulating Glass
Capabilities (continued)

Applications

Heat Mirror™ Product
Minimum: 5 sq. ft. 
Maximum: 71"–One dimension 

(Film width)
Minimum Size: 12" x 12"
Maximum Size: 71" x 120" 
Minimum Unit Thickness: 3/4"

The following Heat Mirror™ films are available
with various light transmittance and solar 
properties: HM TC 88, HM SC 75, HM 77,
HM 66, HM 55 and HM 44.

See the Black Product Performance Data 
Tab for glass performance values with these 
films and various glass substrates.
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Insulating Glass
Characteristics

Certification
Oldcastle Glass® insulating glass units are 
independently tested and certified according to
North American standards for quality and 
performance. Our IG unit constructions pass 
the highest level (class CBA) of the ASTM
E773/E774 specifications for seal durability. The
tests are performed by third-party labs and 
validated by the Insulating Glass Certification
Council (IGCC), which sponsors the certification
program and conducts in-plant inspections in the
USA. In Canada, insulating glass units are 
certified through the IGMAC (Insulating Glass
Manufacturers Association of Canada), certification
program, in accordance with the CGSB 12.8
Standard. Additionally, Canada and the USA are
actively promoting member participation in a
harmonized insulating glass standard test method
that is administered by IGMA (Insulating Glass
Manufacturers Alliance) in Canada and through
IGCC in the USA. The new standard has been
labeled ASTM E2188, E2189 and E2190.
Oldcastle Glass® is an active member of IGMA, 
a unification of the former IG associations of 
the USA (Sealed Insulating Glass Manufacturers
Association) and of Canada (IGMAC). Oldcastle
Glass® insulating glass products are listed in 
the latest version of the IGCC Certified 
Products Directory.

Condensation on Interior Glass Surfaces 
Condensation on building interior glass surfaces
(the #4 surface of an IG unit) is a common 
wintertime complaint in much of North America.
Condensation not only reduces visibility; it also
leads to severe damage of the surrounding 
construction from this moisture. Condensation
occurs on interior glass surfaces when the 
surface temperatures fall below the dew-point
temperature of the room. The relative humidity
in a room at which condensation will occur on
the glass surface depends on the interior glass 

surface temperature, which in turn depends on 
all the factors affecting heat flow through the
glass. These factors include the inside and 
outside air temperatures and airflows adjacent 
to the glass surfaces, and the IG unit thermal 
transmittance (U-Value). Because Low-E glass
improves (lowers) the IG unit U-Value, using
Low-E glass will increase the unit’s interior glass
surface temperature. Thus an additional benefit 
of using Low-E glass is that it permits a higher
relative humidity in a room before condensation
will occur. This can improve occupant comfort
and performance in the winter months. 

Vision-Spandrel Color Match
Spandrel glass can be designed to contrast or 
harmonize with the vision glass. A wide range 
of colors and glass products are available to do this, 
as discussed in the Green Spandrel Tab section of this
binder. The best match for a vision IG unit is a
spandrel IG unit using the same exterior glass
(normally a tinted or reflective glass) and a 
spandrel glass as the interior lite, with the coating
on the #4 surface on an IG unit.

It should be understood that the degree of color
and visual similarity of a building’s vision and
spandrel glass will vary greatly, depending on 
the time of day, sky conditions, the vision area 
lighting and interior shading conditions (drapes,
miniblinds, etc.), as well as on the color,
reflectance and light transmittance of the glass.

Assuming the vision and spandrel IG units 
have the same exterior lite, the visual difference
between them will be less noticeable under 
the following conditions:
• the more reflective the exterior lite is
• the lower the light transmittance of the 

exterior lite is
• the brighter the sky conditions 
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Insulating Glass
Additional Important Information

Design Criteria 
Details on the following important topics can be
found in the Black Design Criteria Tab: Glazing
Instructions, Thermal Stress, Deflection, Glass
Design Loads, Glass Thickness Selection,
Spontaneous Breakage of Tempered Glass, 
Roller Wave Distortion in Heat-treated Glass, 
Mock-ups and Warranties.

Specifications
A sample Section 08800 Specification for North
America can be found in the Black Specifications
Tab. Information specific to insulating glass 
can be found in Part 2 Products, 2.02 Materials.

Contact Us
For any additional information, including details,
technical data, specifications, technical assistance
and samples, or to speak with an architectural 
specialist, call 1-866-OLDCASTLE(653-2278).

Visit Us on the Web
Log on to www.oldcastleglass.com for project
photos, product colors, general inquiries and 
project assistance.

To view performance data on a wide range of
glass makeups, or to build your own product 
specification, log on to www.oldcastleglass.com
and choose GlasSelect™.
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